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Executive Summary 
 

Bliss Booking is a nonprofit business-to-business agency that specializes in bringing 

local and national artists and athletes into children’s hospitals with the intent to make a 

child’s stay more enjoyable. We work with talent agents and hospital directors to ensure 

touring talent has the opportunity to lift spirits and inspire recovery. 
 

Headquartered in the ‘City of Brotherly Love,’ Bliss Booking was initially presented to 

her management team by Arin Segal. She noticed a need for musicians, actors, athletes 

and other notable public figures to have an easy way to visit hospitals and cheer up 

children with moderate to severe illnesses and injuries. After presenting the idea, Vice 

President Brittani Bacchi, Secretaries Rui Guo & Heidi Moy and Treasurer Bradan 

Liberty joined in to form the upper management team. 

 

Bliss Booking helps mediate between hospitals and talent agents to arrange visits for 

national and international entertainers while they are on tour or traveling. With 

paperwork outlined and steps in place, we create a simpler process to make 30 minute 

to 1-hour visits plausible in the visiting talent’s schedule.  

 

Not only do we provide a unique service and setup memorable experiences for children 

in hospitals, we also utilize a rapidly changing world of technology and integrate the 

StageIt platform to allow for a select number of the general public to have access to 

these performances. This also lets us provide a free live stream around the hospital to 

children who are unable to leave their rooms due to medical quarantine or severe illness 

or injury. 

 

Though we are finalizing details and partnerships with our first hospital, Children’s 

Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), we are also working on a list of potential partnerships 

in the Philadelphia area and eventually nationally. This business plan outlines our initial 

plan and includes projected income and expenses as well as a detailed SWOT analysis 

and an overview of our marketing tactics.  
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Part 1: Organizational Plan 

 

Summary of the Business 

Bliss Booking is a nonprofit middle agent specializing in bringing agencies and hospitals 

together. We work with top talent agencies to bring sports and entertainment figures to 

hospitals in order to improve the morale and recovery speed of children suffering from 

mild to severe illnesses. Through our connections with agents and hospitals, we are 

able to provide regular visits that would otherwise be difficult. With health and safety 

guidelines already available, we are able to easily set up opportunities for sports and 

entertainment industry talent. Live streaming of the entertainment will be accessible to 

fans outside of the hospital as secondary revenue and to generate to hospital 

donations.  

 

Mission 

Bliss Booking is a nonprofit business-to-business agency that specializes in bringing 

local and national artists and athletes into children’s hospitals with the intent to make a 

child’s stay more enjoyable. We work with talent agents and hospital directors to ensure 

touring talent has the opportunity to lift spirits and inspire recovery. 

 

Vision 

Bliss Booking will 

• Bring joy and motivation to thousands of children suffering from minor and severe 

illness and injury 

• Bring motivational and positive talent to children’s’ hospitals 

• Help to improve the artists’ and athletes’ public image 

• Provide an online stream of events for those who cannot get out of bed to see 

the concert and it will stream for other fans who can make a donation to see their 

favorite artists perform 

• Make the recovery process for sick children more enjoyable 
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Values 

1. Bliss Booking stands for strengthening the lives of sick children 

2. We have a strong passion for bringing quality entertainment to children in 

hospitals 

3. We choose artists and athletes who will share positive values and attitudes with 

the children 

4. We maintain a safe and professional environment for the children and 

entertainment in order to create a comfortable and successful atmosphere 

5. We will provide access for other fans to join in on a live stream of the 

entertainment by making a donation 

 

Goals & Objectives 

Goals 

• Create awareness of the company 

• Book at least 26 events the first year, aiming for 45 by year 3 

• By year 3, expand to at least 4 other hospitals 

Objectives 

• Improve morale within the hospital 

• Implement online streaming within hospital and for public use 

• Improve public image of entertainment industry talent 

 

Strategy 

Bliss Booking will use social media sites including Twitter and Facebook as a marketing 

campaign to create awareness of the company. There will also be a website for the 

company that can be found through the social media sites. Bliss Booking will begin by 

reaching out to artists touring in the Philadelphia area who will then visit the Children’s 

Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). Other talent will also be asked to make visits with the 

children, such as professional athletes. The entertainment will be willing to participate 

because they are already in town and it will give them good publicity. It is a way for 

them to give back to the community in a convenient way. 
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Small shows and interaction with these artists and athletes will inspire positive attitudes 

in the sick or injured children. Music has been proven to give sick children the will to 

heal faster. Artists and athletes with positive values and attitudes will be chosen to visit 

with the children. This will yield the desired results because the children, their parents, 

and the hospital will be pleased. These positive results will provide reasons for Bliss 

Booking to receive more grants and will make it an appealing company to hospitals 

outside of Philadelphia. The agency plans to reach out to children’s hospitals in other 

cities through social media marketing and after receiving positive publicity for the work 

done at CHOP. 

 

Bliss Booking will make use of Culture Works for a reliable and affordable office space. 

The entertainment will be provided with a ride to the hospital unless they prefer 

otherwise. Individual contracts can be worked with artists’ agencies and a talent budget 

will be established if needed. A unique logo will be used to brand the agency and a 

sound system will be provided in situations where there are performances. There will 

also be a live stream of certain performances through Stageit as a secondary revenue 

source. There will be a $5 entry charge for those not in the hospital, and the ability to tip 

(donate) when viewing the show. The entry fee will benefit Bliss Booking and donations 

will benefit the hospital that hosting the event.  

 

 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths: 

• Management team with extensive connections in entertainment industry.  

• Non profit status will enable more donations. 

• Low initial investments and operating expenses.  

• Positive impact on children in the hospital 

• Positive exposure for entertainment talent as well as local hospitals.  

 

Weaknesses:  

• No diversification in range of service offered. 
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o Niche (also a strength) 

• No current relationships with management companies.  

o Opportunity to build relationships as company grows 

• No brand recognition  

o Opportunity to be known using marketing strategies 

 

Opportunities:  

• Sponsors, artists and hospital like to get positive social image. 

• There is no other competitor in local region 

• Sponsors, artists and hospital allow this project to operate 

• Local market is small 

 

Threats:  

• Legal threat  

o Are there any legal clauses to support our project?  

o Copyright problem if we upload the video? 

• Finance threat  

o Contract with sponsors 

• Safety threat  

o Include the equipments, artists, and staff 

• Force majeure and unpredictable threat 

 

Products and Services 
Bliss Booking will be a motivating booking agency bringing sports and entertainment 

figures to children’s hospitals. The figures will provide bedside performances or meet 

and greet the children. There will then be a photo opportunity that comes with a frame 

for the children to keep and cherish. 

 

Bliss Booking also provides an online stream of each event for fans at home who want 

to tune in and the children who cannot leave their bed. We will provide free USB 

wristbands for them as well. 
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Administrative Plan 

 
A. Location 

Bliss Booking will be located at 1315 Walnut Street in Center City, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. The office will be in a building three blocks away from City Hall. The 

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia is in University City, which is about a ten minute 

drive from the office. 

 

B. Legal Structure 

Bliss Booking is registered as a Nonprofit Corporation [501(c)(3)] under the laws of 

the State of Pennsylvania. 

 

C. Management, Secretaries, Treasurer 
Bliss Booking has a capable management team with direct knowledge of the 

industry and the expertise to successfully manage a nonprofit middle-booking 

agency. The management team currently includes Arin Segal and Brittani Bacchi. 

 

Management 

Arin Segal is an entertainment industry veteran having worked with musicians, 

agents, managers and publicists for the last 5 years while running her own 

website, ateenview.com. Through her time building and growing her website, she 

learned about how the industry worked and grew her passion for entertainment. 

Through talking to different entertainers about their work to give back to the 

community, she discovered that many wanted to be involved, but didn’t always 

have the chance. Bliss Booking was born out of a need for entertainment 

professionals to have an easy way to help give back to the community while on 

the road. 
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Brittani Bacchi is a driven and eager student of the Drexel University Westphal 

College of Media Arts and Design. She is an Entertainment and Arts 

Management Major and she has an immense passion for the arts; specifically 

dance. Brittani has been dancing for about 15 years and has trained in ballet 

(including pointe), modern, jazz, tap, and lyrical/contemporary. She has a strong 

academic background from Drexel University and Gwynedd Mercy Academy 

High School, and has a variety of experience related and unrelated to the 

entertainment business. She is practiced in customer service and is always 

looking to further her work experience. 

 

Secretaries 

Rui Guo is an easy-going actor and performer who has much experience on the 

stage. As a volunteer, she has worked for the fourth album of the South Korean 

girl group “Girls’ Generation” with other staff. As an actor, she has acted in many 

roles in local musical dramas in China. As a performer, she plays piano, cucurbit 

flute and the drums professionally and sings Chinese folk song for nearly seven 

years. 

 

Heidi Moy is a hardworking individual who has always had a passion for the 

performing arts and entertainment business. She studied Entertainment & Arts 

Management in college and is more than excited to be a part of this project. 

Having a brother with autism, she understands how life changing and inspiring 

music can be for children. She has gained a substantial amount of leadership 

skills from her years as a Girl Scout. 

 

Treasurer 
Bradan Liberty has been working in the entertainment industry professionally for 

the past 3 years. Bradan has worked with numerous different production 

companies in Philadelphia, New York and Boston. Most recently he has been 

hired by Spellcaster Productions to work as a project management assistant and 
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lighting designer. Bradan has worked on numerous national tours as well as 

corporate events and is an Iatse local 14 member.   

 

D. Accounting and Legal 
 

Accounting 

Day-to-day bookkeeping will be done in-house. Bradan Liberty will be 

keeping track of major finances. For added accounting and financial 

functions, Bliss Booking has retained the services of Business 

Intelligence, Inc., 1727 Rachael Street Unit #A, Philadelphia, PA 19115. 

 

Legal 
For all legal aspects related to the business, Bliss Booking has retained 

the services of Culture Works. 

 

E. Insurance 

The following insurance policies will be obtained for Bliss Booking: 

• Property 

• General liability 

• Umbrella/excess liability 

For all its insurance needs, Bliss Booking has retained the services of CultureWorks 

Greater Philadelphia, 1315 Walnut Street Suite 320, Philadelphia, PA 19104. 
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Part II: Marketing Plan  
 

Market Analysis 
(Marketing Plan: Section I) 

 

A. Target Market(s) 
Our demographic consists of a wide range of fans of the artist or entertainment who 

are willing to pay to watch a livestream or to donate to our nonprofit. Psychographics 

include individuals that are capable of using technology. Also, the individual must be 

a “big” fan able to find the livestream and pay to watch it, rather than a casual one. 

Niche market specifics include children’s hospitals as we expand and 

artists/entertainment on tour willing to visit children. 

 

 

B. Competition 
 

Major Competitors 

Musicians on Call brings volunteers to provide “live and recorded music to the bedsides 

of patients in healthcare facilities.” They bring concerts to the children because most of 

them are too sick to leave their rooms and are unable to attend the actual concert. 

These shows are intimate and bring inspiration to children in hospitals everywhere. 

They provide free CDs and personal CD players for patient use at the hospitals. 

 

Bliss Booking’s Competitive Advantages 

Bliss Booking brings big name entertainment to the bedsides of patients in hospitals. 

We make sure that there is some kind of demand for the entertainment before booking. 

We are also consistent with our shows, aiming to book at least two shows a month. We 

provide a livestream for fans and free USB wristbands. 
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C. Market Trends 

Target Market Trends 

The growth of innovative technology has made it easier for fans to access their favorite 

stars through the Internet and make a donation online. With the livestream that we will 

be providing, fans will be paying to watch their favorite stars in an intimate setting and 

conveniently make a donation as well. 

 

Marketing Strategy 
(Marketing Plan: Section III) 

 

A. General Description 

Allocation of Marketing Efforts: In order to fund the marketing of Bliss Booking, 

management has decided to allocate an initial investment of $12,666 for marketing 

expenses. These expenses include promotional materials to be purchased on an as 

need basis. For the remainder of the years, a predetermined percentage will be used 

to cover marketing expenses. Management understands that a large amount of 

marketing will be through the talent brought in promoting on their social networks. 

Bliss Booking will continue to find creative ways to market the company and adjust 

budgets based on the decisions.  
 

B. Method of Sales and Distribution 

• Social media. Bliss Booking will be used to promote the business through 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Vine. Fans will be able to know what 

upcoming shows we will have and see pictures and videos live from the event. 

• Website. Bliss Booking will be used to promote the business. Viewers will be 

able to learn about the mission and basics of our business and offer a donation. 

 

C. Packaging 

Company Image. Bliss Booking will establish itself as an inspiring and leading 

business that brings entertainment to sick children to motivate recovery. 
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D. Pricing 

• Price strategy. The Bliss Booking livestream pricing strategy was based on how 

much income we could make in order for the business to stay successful. 

• Competitive position. The only direct competitor is Musicians on Call. Bliss 

Booking’s prices will be greater than those of Musicians on Call. They are higher 

because Bliss Booking is a consistent booking agency that will provide more 

services. These services are beneficial for the children, artist, hospital, and fans 

at home. 

 
E. Branding 

Bliss Booking will be easily associated with our logo. When you see the large black 

B with light blue writing, you will know that it has to do with Bliss Booking. We will 

have our logo as the backdrop during our constants so it is always visible when 

someone is performing.  

 

F. Sales Strategies 

• Email Marketing - We will send out monthly newsletters to those who subscribe. 

We will discuss the month’s events and upcoming events as well. There will be a 

“Click Here to Donate” button to collect contributions. 

 
G. Sales Incentives/Promotions 

Giveaways - Bliss Booking will give away USB wristbands at various events and 

picture frames to the children who have met the artists. 

 

H. Advertising Strategies 

• Web Advertising/New Media - Bliss Booking will use search engine optimization 

to get its web site at the top of search engines when someone conducts a search 

for entertainment in children’s hospitals. 
• Traditional Advertising - Word of mouth/the press will be one method of 

attracting entertainment to stop by the hospital while on tour. Word of mouth can 

also attract and retain fans to watch their favorite artists. 
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I. Public Relations 

• Events - Since Bliss Booking is centered around events that are held on a bi 

monthly to weekly basis, we will use this to our advantage from a PR standpoint. 

The first event we host will be a kickoff event, and at our 6 month and one year 

mark we will also host special versions of our concerts featuring additional music 

and potentially opening these up to a limited number of the general public. 
• Press releases - Bliss Booking will use press releases to announce each event 

taking place at the hospital. They will be sent to a specific list of approved media 

each time we have talent coming through the hospital.  

 

 

J. Networking 

• Business Community - To network within our community, we will attend various 

events in the Philadelphia area servicing the hospitals and hold tables at different 

races to benefit CHOP. We will also try to attend a variety of industry conferences 

with different talent agents both in entertainment and sports. 
• World at-Large - We will co-sponsor events that fit into our brand of making a 

child’s stay more possible. This will further our public image and also allow us to 

keep in touch with the community. 
 

 

Customer Service 
(Marketing Plan: Section III) 

 

Description of Customer Service Activities 

Excellent customer service is a vital quality to any business, and at Bliss Booking a 

commitment to serving the needs of our customers is a top priority. Our job is to 

make it easy for hospitals to provide uplifting entertainment for the children in their 

care. We do everything we can to relieve the hospitals of any extra work. It is also our 
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mission to work the hospital visits into the entertainments’ schedules so that it is 

convenient for them.   

 

Expected Outcomes of Achieving Excellence 

As a result of our excellent service, our business will run smoothly and successfully. 

The entertainment that we book will enjoy the experience and our business will grow 

as a result. By making it easy for the hospitals and the entertainment agencies, we 

will maintain a reputable image that will further our success and reliability. Our 

commitment to service is that the heart of what we do at Bliss Booking.  
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Part III: Financial Documents  
 

Summary of Financial Needs 
1. Bliss Booking is seeking an initial investment to increase capital in the 

following areas: 

a. Business Expenses 

b. Performance Expenses 

  2. Funds needed to accomplish the above goal is $80,870.99 

 
Investment Fund Dispersal Statement 

  1. Dispersal of Investment Funds  

Bliss Booking will utilize the anticipated funds in the amount of 

$80,870.99 for day to day business expenses as well performance 

and artist expenses. This will entail the purchase of new equipment 

and salary expenses.  

  2. Back-Up Statement  

a. The office expense is $8,655 which includes rent as well as a the 

technological needs for the office.  

b. $12,666 will be used for the marketing expenses such as 

websites and brochures. 

c. The remainder of the money goes to artist and performance 

expenses.  
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Capital Investment Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Categories
Insert the Cagetory Headings on this page.  Insert numbers under specific categories, and they will populate the totals here.

# Amount
1 Office $8,655.00

This category is for all office expenses such as office space (cultureworks) as well as 
computers and supplies. 

2 Marketing $12,666.00
This cateogry is for all marketing expenses such as custom guitar picks, flyers and adobe 
programs. 

3 Artist Cost $37,800.00
In this category we have an initial investment for talent as well as all car service costs. 

4 Performance Expenses $14,549.99
This category is for all day of performance expenses such as sound equipment 

5 Insurance $7,200.00
Insurance expenses 

TOTAL $80,870.99
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Section 1 Breakdown

# Office Investments 
Single 
Cost Quantity Amount

1 Cultureworks Rental $4,200.00 1.00 $4,200.00

2 Computers $400.00 5.00 $2,000.00
Dell Desktop

3 Printer $70.00 1.00 $70.00
laserjet printer 

4 Phone $35.00 1.00 $35.00
Base Fee with At&t

5 Cell Phone $2,150.00 1.00 $2,150.00
AT&T Data Shared plan - $400 a month + $30 for each phone (40GB of 
shared data, unlimited talk and text) --> $110/per person allowance for 
phones

6 Photo Printer $200.00 1.00 $200.00

TOTAL $8,655.00

Office 
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 Section 2 Breakdown 

 

# Marketing
Single 
Cost Quantity Amount

1 Website $136.20 1.00 $136.20
hosting/domain - iPage - $2.95/month purchased for 36 months - $106.20 
(add in an extra $30 for security fees) - blissbooking.com is already taken by 
some weird flight service from a diff county.. we would need to use a diff 
name or a .net or .org ending

2 Website Template $100.00 1.00 $100.00

3 Guitar Picks $360.00 1.00 $360.00
we can get 1000 custom guitar picks for $55 and the pricing is discounted 
the more that you get

4 Business Cards $20.00 5.00 $100.00
$20 for 500 business cards (vistaprint)

5 Flashdrive Bracelet $6.05 500.00 $3,025.00
2g customusb.com

6 Banner $180.00 1.00 $180.00
4x8 from kinkos

7 Adobe cs6 $839.88 1.00 $839.88
69.99 per month per user

8 Frames $2.81 1500.00 $4,215.00
Single color, black writing inkhead.com

9 Handbills $1.29 1000.00 $790.00
500 Discount

10 Letterhead $329.99 5.00 $1,649.95
329.99 per 2000 shees staples.com

11 Sticky notes $329.99 1.00 $329.99
200 quantity staples.com

12 Flyers $469.99 2.00 $939.98
2500 for 469.99

TOTAL $12,666.00

Marketing
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Section 3 Breakdown 

 

 

Section 4 Breakdown 

 

# Artist Costs 
Single 
Cost Quantity Amount

1 Initial Talent Budget $30,000.00 1.00 $30,000.00
$30K talent budget for mid level act just incase? this could be 
eliminated if we work out the contracts with the agency and get stuff 
going but if we need to show what we mean to the hospital and need 
an artist with recognition then we could get someone decent for 30K

2 Car Service $300.00 26.00 $7,800.00
Averaged out to 300 per 3 hours 

TOTAL $37,800.00

Artist Costs 

# Performance Expenses 
Single 
Cost Quantity Amount

1 Sound System $650.00 1.00 $650.00
Portable PA system including two speakers, mixer and mics

2 Video Camera $900.00 1.00 $900.00

3 Pipe and Drape $300.00 1.00 $300.00
$300 for 8 feet

4 Final Cut Pro $299.99 1.00 $299.99

5 Digital Camera $2,000.00 1.00 $2,000.00
With serpate lenses 

6 Green Room Budget $400.00 26.00 $10,400.00
$400 per show

7 Artist Security $0.00

TOTAL $14,549.99

Performance Expenses 
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Section 5 Breakdown 

 

 

# Insurance Expenses
Single 
Cost Quantity Amount

1 Insurance $600.00 12.00 $7,200.00

TOTAL $7,200.00

Insurance 
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Monthly Revenue 

 
 

Income Section 1 Breakdown 

 

# - Amount
1 StageIt Income $5,000.00

Money Earned from StageIt Performances - $5 for each viewer
2 Hospital Revenue $3,000.00

Fee paid by Hospital to Bliss Booking to book the talent
3 Donations $15,000.00

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME $23,000.00

4 Salaries $13,000.00

5 Utilities $190.00
transportation/office fees/etc.

6 Green Room (food/water/etc.) $600.00

7 StageIt Expense $4,000.00

8 Artist Expense $2,000.00

9 Rent $350.00

TOTAL MONTLY EXPENSES $20,140.00
TOTAL $2,860.00

# Quantity Amount
1 StageIt Income $5.00 2000.00 $10,000.00

Tickets are $5 per show and there will be 500-1000 
tickets available per show.

TOTAL $10,000.00

StageIt Income
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Income Section 2 Breakdown

 

 

Income Section 3 Breakdown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Category title and underneath explaination Quantity Amount
1 Hospital 1 $1,500.00 1.00 $1,500.00

2 Hospital 2 $1,500.00 1.00 $1,500.00
TOTAL $3,000.00

Hospital Revenue

# Category title and underneath explaination Quantity
1 Individual $10.00 500.00

2 Companies $2,000.00 5.00

TOTAL

Donations
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Expense Section 1 Breakdown 

 

 

Expense Section 2 Breakdown 

 

 

# Category title and underneath explaination Single Cost Quantity
1 President $3,000.00 1.00

2 VP $2,500.00 1.00

3 Secretary $2,500.00 2.00

4 Treasurer $2,500.00 1.00

5 Voulnteers 5.00

TOTAL

Salaries

# Category title and underneath explaination Single Cost Quantity
1 Food $300.00 2.00

TOTAL

Green Room (food/water/etc.)
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Expense Section 3 Breakdown 

 

 

Expense Section 4 Breakdown 

 
 

# Category title and underneath explaination Single Cost Quantity
1 40% of revenue from show $4,000.00 1.00

Workout sponsorship to lower the fees
TOTAL

StageIt Expense

# Category title and underneath explaination Single Cost Quantity
1 Artist 1 $1,000.00 1.00

2 Entertainer 2 $1,000.00 1.00

TOTAL

Artist Expense
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First Year Overview 
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Assumptions Quarter 1 

 

Assumptions Quarter 2 
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Assumptions Quarter 3 

 

 

Assumptions Quarter 4 
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Five-Year Overview 
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Year Two Assumptions 
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Year Three Assumptions 
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Year Four Assumptions 
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Year Five Assumptions 
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Brittani Bacchi      

900 Hamilton Rd ! Collegeville, PA 19426 ! Phone: (610) 613-5399 ! E-Mail: bbacchi29@gmail.com 

Objective 

I am a driven and eager student of the Drexel University Westphal College of Media Arts and Design. I have an immense passion for the arts; 
specifically dance. I aspire to work in the performing arts business doing anything from managing a dance company to managing a musician's tour. I am 
also extremely interested in entrepreneurship and working with small businesses. I have a variety of work experience related and unrelated to my 
prospective field, but all of my experience has taught me valuable lessons about working with others. I am always looking to further my work experience 
and I hope to obtain a vast skill set that will help me to be successful in the future. 

Experience 

Wegmans  July 2010 to Present 

• Front End Cashier 

• Worked in other departments such as coffee shop and pizza 

Conservatory of Music and Dance  September 2010 – June 2012 

• Student Teacher/ Intern 

• Assisted in teaching ballet and tap classes, taught and choreographed for a 3-5 year old ballet/tap class 

Drexel Universi ty Performing Arts Office  September 2012 to Present 

• Work Study Student 

• Sign students into practice rooms, office work as needed, deliver information between departments 

Education 

Gwynedd Mercy Academy High School 2008-2012 

Gwynedd Valley, PA  

GPA 3.75 

Drexel University  2012- Anticipated Graduation, June 2016 

Philadelphia, PA 

Entertainment and Arts Management Major, GPA 3.5 

Skills 

I have experience handling both food and money (cash register). I was a cashier at Wegmans and have also helped out in other departments throughout 

the store. I am quick, efficient and a hard worker; I am also friendly and good at working with customers. I have received multiple customer 

compliments for my service and bagging as a cashier. I have been dancing for about 15 years and have trained in ballet (including pointe), modern, jazz, 

tap, and lyrical/contemporary. I have a strong academic background not only from my time at Drexel University, but I attended Gwynedd Mercy 

Academy High School (a college preparatory school in the suburbs of Philadelphia). 

References 

Given upon request 
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Rui "Sophia" Guo
3600 Spring Garden Street, Apartment #A3

Philadelphia, PA  19104
(215) 450-7778

rg552@drexel.edu

Education

Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA
Bachelor of Arts in Entertainment Arts Management, Anticipated Graduation -- June 2015
Concentration in Performing Arts Management

University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS
Pursued Bachelor of Arts in Prejournalism, August 2009 to December 2011
Cumulative GPA:  3.48

Honors

Dean's Scholarship, Drexel University, 2012 to Present
Special Contribution Award, Chinese Students and Scholars Association, University of Kansas, 2010
Individual First Prize, Youth Speech Contest, Speech and Eloquence Magazine, 2007
Champion in Intelligence Television Program, Inner Mongolia Television Station, 2007
Award of Excellence, Beijing Olympic Work Design Competition, 2007

Skills

Computer:  Microsoft Office (Excel, PowerPoint, Word), After Effects

Audio-Visual:  Sound mixing, film making, film editing

Language:  Mandarin (fluent)

Relevant Coursework

Human Communication Introduction to Psychology
Introduction to Sociology Expository Reading and Writing
Mass Media and Society Art History of East Asia
Macroeconomics

Experience

Inner Mongolian Television Station, Huhhot, Inner Mongolia Province, China
Intern, March to June 2012

• Created short videos using still and film photography
• Edited videos to exact time specifications for use in various featured stories
• Presented news stories as MC and anchor

Activities

Interpreter and Guide, Business Trip of Inner Mongolia Recreation Services Company in Sun City Center in Florida, 2011
Vice President, Culture & Arts Department of Chinese Student Scholars & Friendship Association, The University of
Kansas, 2009-2011
Chinese - English Bilingual MC, Director and Screenwriter of Musical, Cucurbit Flute Performer and singer, Spring
Festival Gala in the University of Kansas, 2009-2010
Chief Organizer, Music Producer, The Anniversary Party, Chinese Merchants Association in Topeka, 2010
Cucurbit Flute Performer, The Anniversary Party, International Students Association, University of Kansas, 2010
Chief Organizer, DOTA Contest, University of Kansas, 2009
Chief Broadcaster, Radio Station, Affiliated High School of Central University for Nationalities, 2006-2009
Designer of Art Performances, Opening Ceremony of Annual Sports Competitions, Affiliated High School of Central
University for Nationalities, 2006-2009
MC and Choral Conductor, Chorus Competition in Science & Art Festival, Affiliated High School of Central University
for Nationalities, 2008
Photographer and Organizer, News Agency, Inner Mongolia Hohhot No. 3 Middle School, 2005
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HHeeiiddii  MMooyy  
27 Minna Street 

Brooklyn, NY 11218 
917-885-9608 

heidimx94@gmail.com | hm372@drexel.edu 
 

  
EEdduuccaattiioonn  
Drexel University   Philadelphia, PA 
Bachelor of Science in Entertainment & Arts Management                  Anticipated Graduation – June 2016 
Concentration in Performing Arts, Minor in Business  
 
EExxppeerriieennccee  
Amy Hew Wing                                                                                                                                Brooklyn, NY 
Dog Walker                                                                                                                        July 2012 – September 2012 
 
Village Temple Soup Kitchen                                                                                                        New York, NY  
Volunteer                                                                                                                       February 2012 – May 2012 
 Food preparation, setting tables   
 
Jeanne Chang                                                                                                                                    Brooklyn, NY 
Dog Sitter                                                                                                                        January 2006 – October 2011 
 
Sean Casey Animal Rescue                                                                                                              Brooklyn, NY 
Volunteer                                                                                                                                   June 2011 – August 2011 
 Cleaning dog, cat, bird, guinea pig, rabbit, hamster cages  
 Walking dogs, feeding animals 
 
Edward R. Murrow High School                                                                                                     Brooklyn, NY 
Library Monitor, Guidance Office Monitor                                                                 November 2009 – June 2011 
 Checkout/return books, shelving, paper filing, running errands 
Box Office Leadership                                                                                             September 2008 – January 2009 
 Ticketing 
 
SSkkiillllss  

Microsoft Office | Windows XP | Social Media | Organization | Keyboarding 
 
AAccttiivviittiieess  
Girl Scouts of the USA                                                                                                       May 2004 – June 2012 
National Honor Society                                                                                          September 2009 – June 2012  
 
IInntteerreessttss//HHoobbbbiieess  

Music | Live entertainment | Traveling | Animals | Ice skating/skiing | Playing piano 
 
RReeffeerreenncceess  
 References will be furnished upon request. 
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Bradan Liberty 
424 N. 34th Street, Philadelphia PA  19104 
Phone: 518-588-1028 E-Mail: Libertyb416@gmail.com 

Education 
 
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA Anticipated Graduation March 2015 
 Bachelor of Science in Design Arts                    
 Entertainment and Arts Management Concentration 
 

Experience 

Starwood Hotels - Accounting Intern April 2012 – Sept 2012 

Responsible for daily cash/check revenue tally, audit and deposit ($100,000+ daily average) 
Coordinated with event services to bill and invoice for group events, to ensure successful payment 
Provided direct and indirect assistance in resolving guest billing issues 

Times Union Center - Event Services / Operations Intern                                                                          May 2010 

Marketed venue through local mailings to schools, resulting in two new events 
Assisted in the preparation for concerts, sporting events and local graduations 
Served as inter-department liaison for communication of high profile issues 
Responsible for conducting routine safety inspections, to ensure safe operations and citation-free governmental 
routine and non-routine inspections 

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (Local 14), Overhire  June 2010-Present  

Used various tools and techniques in preparation of concerts, stage plays, and other events  
Assisted with event load in and load out 
Communicated with team of 60 for appropriate division of labor 

Spellcaster Productions and Event Services, Lighting Tech (L2)                                  2011 - Present 

Lead IATSE teams to properly prepare for events  
Used various tools and techniques in preparation of concerts, stage plays, and other events  
Communicated with lighting designer for proper execution of set ups.  
 

Honors and Awards 
Drexel University Certificate of Merit, Co op 101, June 2011 
Drexel University Student Ambassador Awards 
Production Scholarship Student – Mandell Theater 2010–Present  
Albany Academy Leadership Award (twice): June 2010; September 2010 

Activities  
Drexel Finance Association, 2010–Present 
Drexel Student Ambassadors Training Coordinator, 2011–Present   
Front Desk Assistant, Kelly Hall, 2011 - Present 

 
Relevant Coursework 
Persuasive Writing and Reading   Strategic Management for Entertainment and Arts Management  
Business Communication   Artist Representation and Management  
Foundations of Business I, II   Arts, Culture and Society 
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Doing	  Business	  with	  CHOP	  
	  

Hospital	  Background	  
Since	  its	  start	  in	  1855	  as	  the	  nation's	  first	  hospital	  devoted	  exclusively	  to	  caring	  for	  
children,	  The	  Children's	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia	  has	  been	  the	  birthplace	  for	  many	  dramatic	  
firsts	  in	  pediatric	  medicine.	  The	  Hospital	  has	  fostered	  medical	  discoveries	  and	  innovations	  
that	  have	  improved	  pediatric	  healthcare	  and	  saved	  countless	  children’s	  lives.	  Over	  150	  
years	  of	  innovation	  and	  service	  to	  our	  patients,	  their	  families	  and	  our	  community,	  reflect	  
an	  ongoing	  commitment	  to	  exceptional	  patient	  care.	  

	  
The	  Children’s	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia	  was	  ranked	  No.	  1	  in	  more	  specialties	  than	  any	  other	  
pediatric	  hospital	  in	  the	  nation,	  earning	  it	  top	  honors	  in	  U.S.	  News	  &	  World	  Report’s	  2012-‐
13	  survey	  of	  Best	  Children's	  Hospitals.	  

	  
Today,	  the	  Hospital	  has	  430	  beds	  and	  had	  more	  than	  1	  million	  outpatient	  and	  inpatient	  visits	  
last	  year.	  

	  
	  
Mission	  statement	  
The	  Children's	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia,	  the	  oldest	  hospital	  in	  the	  United	  States	  dedicated	  
exclusively	  to	  pediatrics,	  strives	  to	  be	  the	  world	  leader	  in	  the	  advancement	  of	  healthcare	  
for	  children	  by	  integrating	  excellent	  patient	  care,	  innovative	  research	  and	  quality	  
professional	  education	  into	  all	  of	  its	  programs.	  

	  

Supply	  Chain	  Department	  
Supply	  Chain	  is	  responsible	  for	  the	  contracting,	  procurement	  and	  storage	  of	  supplies,	  
equipment	  and	  services,	  as	  well	  as	  managing	  supply	  expenses	  across	  the	  organization	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

Value 
Analysis Contracting Procurement 

Materials 
Distribution 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Manage	  the	  
introduction	  of	  
new	  products	  

	  

Develop	  sourcing	  
strategies,	  facilitate	  
RFX	  process	  and	  offer	  

ongoing	  support	  

Acquisition	  of	  goods	  
and	  services	  

Provide	  central	  location	  
for	  receiving	  and	  

distributing	  products	  

	  

Process and Technology 
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Diversity	  
At	  The	  Children’s	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia,	  we	  believe	  that	  each	  person	  brings	  a	  special	  worldview	  that	  contributes	  to	  
the	  high	  quality	  of	  patient	  care,	  research	  and	  education	  for	  which	  we’re	  renowned.	  
We	  respect,	  value	  and	  honor	  the	  differences	  that	  our	  employees	  bring	  to	  CHOP.	  Different	  cultures.	  Different	  
backgrounds.	  Those	  differences	  may	  include	  race	  and	  ethnicity,	  gender,	  age,	  sexual	  orientation,	  physical	  ability,	  and	  
national	  origin	  or	  ancestry.	  
We	  believe	  that	  these	  very	  differences	  help	  us	  to	  remain	  innovators	  at	  the	  forefront	  of	  pediatric	  care.	  Every	  person	  
that	  we	  employ	  —	  whether	  performing	  direct	  patient	  care,	  conducting	  research,	  or	  providing	  clinical	  or	  
administrative	  support	  —	  plays	  an	  essential	  part	  in	  ensuring	  our	  continued	  excellence.	  

	  
“I	  would	  like	  to	  see	  a	  multicultural	  workforce	  where	  all	  employees	  can	  contribute	  their	  best	  and	  work	  
effectively	  together	  without	  regard	  to	  race	  or	  ethnicity,	  physical	  ability,	  sexual	  orientation,	  religion,	  gender,	  
job	  position	  or	  educational	  level.	  In	  order	  to	  do	  this,	  we	  need	  to	  interweave	  diversity	  into	  all	  aspects	  of	  the	  
Hospital's	  systems	  and	  operations.	  Diversity	  needs	  to	  be	  a	  part	  of	  our	  recruitment	  and	  retention	  strategies,	  
promotional	  considerations,	  training	  and	  internal	  and	  external	  communications,	  just	  to	  name	  a	  few.	  By	  
ensuring	  that	  diversity	  is	  a	  part	  of	  all	  of	  our	  processes	  then	  we	  also	  ensure	  that	  we	  have	  a	  culture	  that	  is	  
inclusive	  and	  not	  exclusive	  for	  both	  our	  staff	  and	  patients	  alike.”	  
Steven	  M.	  Altschuler,	  MD	  
President	  and	  Chief	  Executive	  Officer	  
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POLICY 

	  
It is the policy of the Hospital that interactions with Vendors comply with applicable law, meet 
ethical standards, avoid or minimize conflicts of interest, protect patient and research subject 
confidentiality, and promote fair and open dealings. 

	  
PURPOSE 

	  
The purposes of this Policy are to: provide guidance regarding appropriate interactions of Hospital 
healthcare and research professionals and administrative staff with Vendors; minimize the undue 
influence or perceived undue influence of Vendors on the business decisions of Hospital 
professionals and administrative staff and the practice patterns of Hospital professionals; and 
support safety and privacy of patients and research subjects. 

	  
SCOPE 

	  
This Policy applies to all Trustees, Officers, employees and members of the Medical and 
Research Staffs of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, including The Children's Hospital 
of Philadelphia Research Institute, the CHOPPA Practice Plans (currently Children’s 
Anesthesiology Associates, Children’s Health Care Associates, Children’s Surgical 
Associates, Radiology Associates of Children’s Hospital, and their New Jersey Affiliates) and 
entities controlling, controlled by or under common control with The Children's Hospital of 
Philadelphia, including, without limitation, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation 
(together, the ”Hospital”), as well as any others who are providing services or conducting 
research at facilities owned or operated by the Hospital or otherwise on behalf of the Hospital 
or whose presence at or affiliation with the Hospital may place them in a position to interact 
with Vendors on behalf of the Hospital (all such persons referenced under Scope, “Hospital 
Personnel”). 

	  
All Vendors are expected to abide by this Policy with respect to their interactions with Hospital 
Personnel or while in Hospital Facilities, including not engaging or attempting to engage in any 
conduct that could cause Hospital Personnel to violate this Policy. 

	  
RELATED POLICIES 

	  

	  
Administrative Policy Manual  No. A-3-1 Conflicts of Interest Administrative 
Policy Manual  No. A-1-4 Organizational Ethics Statement 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-1-5 Compliance Standards of Conduct 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-4-17 Gifts to Employees 
Administrative Policy Manual No.  A-3-8 Control of On-Site Activity by Vendors 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-4-3 Introduction of New Medical Devices, 

Products and Equipment 
Patient Care Manual No. TX-7-05 Medication Samples and Vouchers 
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DEFINITIONS 

	  
A.  “Hospital” means The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, including The Children's 

Hospital of Philadelphia Research Institute, the CHOPPA Practice Plans (currently 
Children’s Anesthesiology Associates, Children’s Health Care Associates, Children’s 
Surgical Associates, Radiology Associates of Children’s Hospital, and their New Jersey 
Affiliates) and entities controlling, controlled by or under common control with The 
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, including, without limitation, The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia Foundation. 

	  
B.  “Hospital  Facilities” means any facility owned, leased, licensed or otherwise in the 

possession of the Hospital. 
	  

C.  “Hospital  Personnel”  means Trustees, Officers, employees and members of the Medical 
and Research Staffs of the Hospital, and others who are providing services or conducting 
research at facilities owned or operated by the Hospital or otherwise on behalf of the 
Hospital or whose presence at or affiliation with the Hospital may place them in a position 
to interact with Vendors on behalf of the Hospital.1

 

	  
D.  “Vendors” means entities and persons that have or are seeking to enter into business 

relationships with the Hospital (e.g., to provide any equipment, product, supply, facility, 
item or service for which payment may be made, including but not limited to a 
pharmaceutical product, medical device, or other clinical equipment, product or supply), as 
well as the representatives and agents of such entities or persons. 2

 

	  
IMPLEMENTATION 

	  
I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

	  
A.  The selection of and conduct of business with a Vendor should be solely on the basis of 

arm’s length (i.e., free from improper or inappropriate influence) and appropriate business, 
medical, clinical and/or research criteria, as applicable, such as cost effectiveness and 
quality. The selection and conduct of business should not be made on the basis of, or be 
influenced by, past, present or future gifts to or for the benefit of Hospital Personnel, 

	  
	  

1  This Policy is not intended to apply to Hospital Trustees to the extent they are not involved in decision 
making with respect to the recommendation, use or purchase by the Hospital of particular equipment, 
products, supplies, facilities, items or services. 

	  
2   A Hospital Trustee who owns, works for or has another business relationship with a Vendor is not 
considered a Vendor for purposes of this Policy when (1) acting only in his/her capacity as a Trustee 
and (2) there are no discussions of the Vendor’s business relationship with the Hospital. For example, 
a Trustee who is an executive with a company that provides services to the Hospital may host a 
Hospital executive at an entertainment event to the same extent as any other Trustee, provided the 
Trustee does not discuss the company’s dealings with the Hospital. 
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donations to the Hospital, support to the Hospital or Hospital Personnel such as clinical, 
research or educational support, or factors other than fair and open dealings based on 
appropriate business, medical, clinical and/or research criteria. 

	  
B.  Hospital Personnel should conduct business with Vendors in a way that maximizes the ability 

of the Hospital to carry out its patient care, research and educational missions, and in 
accordance with legal and ethical standards and Hospital policies aimed at preventing 
conduct that may inappropriately influence purchasing decisions or be perceived as doing 
so. 

	  
C. Vendors may not offer or provide, and neither Hospital Personnel nor the Hospital may 

solicit or accept from a Vendor, any gift, compensation or payment of any kind or in any 
amount that is: 

	  
1. given to influence, or could be perceived as being given to influence, Hospital 

Personnel or the Hospital with respect to prescribing, recommending, using or 
purchasing pharmaceutical, medical device, clinical equipment, products or 
supplies, or any other equipment, products, supplies, facilities, items or services. 

	  
2. given based on considerations such as the value or volume of patient referrals, 

purchases or other business generated; or 
	  

3. intended to induce patient referrals. 
	  

D. Vendors have no right of access to Hospital Personnel or the Hospital. Vendors may, in the 
discretion of the Hospital, have access to Hospital Personnel and the Hospital to promote 
their products or business if based solely on arm’s length and appropriate business, medical, 
clinical and/or research criteria, as applicable; provided, however, that such 
access may not be influenced by the receipt, or expectation of receipt, of any gift, 
compensation or payment of any kind from or on behalf of a Vendor to the Hospital or 
Hospital Personnel. 

	  
E.  The Hospital and Hospital Personnel are held to high standards with respect to appropriate 

dealings with third parties. Many practices that are common in other industries are illegal or 
prohibited in the case of a health care organization, physicians, other health care providers, 
and companies engaged in the manufacture, distribution, marketing or sale of 
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and other clinical equipment, products and supplies. 
Federal and state laws set strict standards for relationships between providers and 
Vendors. In all interactions with or on behalf of Vendors, Hospital Personnel will endeavor 
to adhere to all relevant legal standards and the highest standards of ethics and integrity. 

	  
F.  The Hospital and Hospital Personnel should avoid conflicts of interest, including the 

appearance that decisions with respect to the use of pharmaceuticals, medical devices, or 
other equipment, products, supplies, facilities or services are influenced by benefits 
expected or received from or on behalf of a Vendor. 
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G. Although this Policy is intended to address a broad spectrum of situations that arise 

involving the interactions between Vendors and the Hospital or Hospital Personnel, 
questions may arise about situations that do not appear to be covered by this Policy or 
the Hospital’s Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-3-1). In those circumstances, Hospital 
Personnel should seek advice from their Department Chair or applicable Senior 
Manager, the Office of General Counsel, or the Office of Compliance and Privacy. 

	  
H. Even where interactions with Vendors are not prohibited under this Policy, they may be 

prohibited or circumscribed by other agreements, guidelines or policies. For example, 
they may be prohibited under the Hospital’s Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-3-1) or 
require advance approval and/or disclosure under the Hospital’s Conflicts of Interest 
Policy (A-3-1). In addition, there may be other restrictions. For example, outside 
activities (e.g., permissible consulting activities) generally are required to be performed 
on a person’s own time (e.g., vacation day, weekend or evening when not providing 
services for the Hospital) and in the person’s personal capacity and not as a 
representative of the Hospital. 

	  
II.  GIFTS, MEALS AND COMPENSATION 

	  
A.   Personal Gifts (Gifts to or for the Benefit of Hospital  Personnel) 

	  
1.  Hospital Personnel are deemed to have received a “gift” where an item of value is 

given to them or for their benefit and something of equal value is not provided in 
exchange. It includes the receipt of free or discounted items that are given to or for 
the benefit of Hospital Personnel. 

	  
a.  Gifts include cash in any form, cash equivalents such as gift certificates, 

property or the use of something of value. Gifts can include goods, 
hospitality, services, travel and travel expenses, use of something of value 
such as a vacation home, tickets or admissions to events or functions, 
including but not limited to sporting events, cultural events, and social 
entertainment, payment of obligations, and any other items of value. 

	  
b.  Gifts also include the payment, subsidy or reimbursement of any travel or 

lodging expenses for a spouse, family member or guest accompanying 
Hospital Personnel to any meeting or conference unless such person is 
participating in a professional capacity. 

	  
c.   Hospital Personnel are deemed to have received a gift where the item of 

value is given to them personally, or to their designee, or as a result of their 
actions or expected actions to a member of their family, person with whom 
they live or another person, where such person’s receipt of the gift is valued 
by the Hospital Personnel. 

	  
d.  Meals are discussed separately in II. C below. 
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e.  Honoraria or other payment for the provision of specific permissible 

substantive services rendered (e.g., speakers fees), including the provision or 
reimbursement of reasonable travel and food, is not considered a gift 
provided the compensation is reasonable for the services rendered and 
treated as compensation (e.g., reported as compensation for tax purposes to 
the extent required). See also the Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-3-1) 
regarding outside compensated activities and, with regard to consulting 
arrangements, additional requirements such as advance review and approval. 

	  
f. Gifts do not include attendance at an event or function with a Vendor where 

the expense of attending the event or function is borne by Hospital Personnel 
personally or by the Hospital (where appropriate). 

	  
i. If a Vendor offers to host Hospital Personnel at an event or function, it 

does not violate this Policy if Hospital Personnel attends if: (1) 
Hospital Personnel pays the cost for the Hospital Personnel to attend 
either personally or the Hospital pays if appropriate (either by directly 
purchasing a ticket or paying an admission charge, or paying the 
Vendor for its cost of Hospital Personnel’s attendance); and (2) 
attendance is approved by the Hospital Personnel’s supervisor at 
least at the Department manager or division chief level (or a 
designee). 

	  
ii. In special cases, however, where the cost for the Hospital Personnel 

to attend an event or function hosted by a Vendor varies significantly 
from the fair market value of the attendance (e.g., a sold out playoff 
football game), the fair market value of the attendance may be the 
more appropriate measure of the payment for the attendance, and 
should be considered by the Hospital’s supervisor (or a designee) 
along with the decision on whether to approve the attendance, in 
consultation with the Office of General Counsel or Office of 
Compliance and Privacy if appropriate. See also II. F. for exception 
process. 

	  
2.  Gifts may not be offered by or on behalf of a Vendor to Hospital Personnel and 

Hospital Personnel may not accept gifts offered to them by or on behalf of 
Vendors. Hospital Personnel may not solicit gifts from Vendors. 

	  
a.  A Vendor purchasing sponsorship or tickets to a Hospital fundraising event 

(e.g., Daisy Day, Carousel Ball, an auxiliary golf outing) may not give tickets 
to a Hospital Department or program, or to individual Hospital Personnel, to 
be used by Hospital Personnel and/or their guests to attend the event at the 
Vendor’s expense. If a Vendor has tickets that it does not intend to use and 
wishes to donate them to the Hospital, the Vendor may return the tickets to 
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The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation, which may distribute 
the tickets if it chooses to do so, including to Hospital Personnel. 

	  
b.  Notwithstanding this prohibition on gifts to individuals, Hospital Personnel 

are permitted under this Policy to attend, in person or by telephone, webcast 
or similar means, Vendor-run educational programs that are offered for free 
to all attendees, not just Hospital Personnel, and to accept books or other 
written or electronic materials provided to all attendees regarding the 
subject matter of the program. This exception applies only to Hospital 
Personnel’s attendance at the program and the acceptance of educational 
materials provided in connection with the program, but not to the receipt of 
other gifts or meals that may be offered by Vendors at the program, which 
remain subject to the general restrictions set forth in this II.A and II.C. 2 
below. 

	  
i. See, however, Section V below regarding the consideration to be 

given to the decision to attend Vendor-run educational programs that 
are not accredited. 

	  
3.  Hospital Personnel may not accept gifts or compensation for time spent listening 

to, meeting with or accessing websites of Vendors or their representatives 
promoting or explaining their products. 

	  
4.  Hospital Personnel may not accept compensation, including payment or 

reimbursement of expenses, from Vendors simply for attending a CME or other 
activity or conference unless the person is speaking, teaching or otherwise 
engaged in a meaningful substantive role and the total compensation, including 
payment or reimbursement of expenses, is reasonable given the role. See partial 
exception for Trainees at Section IX. 

	  
B.   Gifts to or for the Benefit of the Hospital  or Clinical  Departments 

	  
1.  The Hospital or a Clinical Department may accept non-cash gifts serving a 

substantial clinical, research, educational or other mission function, such as 
anatomical models, medical textbooks, charts, and products or samples for 
evaluation purposes, provided each of the following requirements is met: 

	  
a.  The gift is not given to, or intended to be for the personal benefit of Hospital 

Personnel. 
	  

b.  In the case of a single gift with a value in excess of $500, or more than one 
gift in a July 1 fiscal year with a total value in excess of $1,000 from a single 
Vendor, including affiliated entities, to the Hospital or a Clinical Department, 
advance approval must be given by a person at the level of Vice President or 
higher or the applicable Department Chair, or a designee. 
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C.  Meals or Other Food 

	  
1.  On-site 

	  
Vendors may not provide or fund and Hospital Personnel may not accept meals 
or other types of food or drink at Hospital Facilities. This prohibition includes 
holiday gift baskets, trays of cookies or pretzels and sodas sent to a 
department or unit. 

	  
2.  Off-site 

	  
a.  The position of the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) is 

that with the exception of food provided in connection with Accreditation 
Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME)-accredited 
programming and in compliance with ACCME guidelines, food and meals 
supplied or paid for by industry are personal gifts that academic medical 
center personnel should not accept when off-site, just as when on-site 
within academic medical centers. AAMC Report on Industry Funding of 
Medical Education (June 2008). 

	  
b.  The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), in 

its Code on Interactions with Healthcare Professionals, prohibits: (i) meals in 
connection with informational presentations made by field sales 
representatives or their immediate managers at off-site locations, including 
restaurants; and (ii) meals provided directly by pharmaceutical companies at 
CME events (meals provided by and at the discretion of the CME provider 
using financial support provided by a pharmaceutical company are 
not prohibited).  PhRMA Code on Interactions with Healthcare Professionals 
(effective 
January 2009). 

	  
c.   The following guidelines apply to off-site meals for Hospital Personnel: 

	  
i. Vendors may not provide or fund and Hospital Personnel may not 

accept meals outside of Hospital Facilities other than at a Vendor’s 
office premises (see c.ii below). Examples of prohibited off-site meals 
could include a Vendor-hosted meal at a restaurant, catering facility, 
or local hotel or conference center for a business meeting or 
presentation by the Vendor. 

	  
ii. Vendors may provide or fund and Hospital Personnel may accept 

meals while at the office premises of Vendors if there is a legitimate 
business purpose to the meal, the setting and nature of the meal are 
appropriate to the business purpose and are not excessive or 
extravagant, the meal does not include the spouse, family member or 
guest of Hospital Personnel, and the frequency of such meals is not 
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excessive. Examples could include a modest lunch or dinner at a 
Vendor’s office during an extended session working on a business 
transaction, a modest working lunch at a Vendor’s office, or a modest 
lunch during an educational seminar hosted at a Vendor’s office for its 
clients or customers. 

	  
iii.  The principles set forth in II.A.1.f, regarding events or functions hosted 

by Vendors and paid for by Hospital Personnel or the Hospital, apply 
equally with respect to meals with Vendors paid for by Hospital 
Personnel or the Hospital. 

	  
iv.  This is not intended to preclude Hospital Personnel from partaking of a 

meal or social event (e.g., a reception) provided or funded indirectly 
with Vendor support, if: (1) the meal or social event is provided in 
connection with an ACCME accredited conference or program attended 
by Hospital Personnel and in conformity with the ACCME Standards for 
Commercial Support; (2) the meal or social event is provided in 
connection with a state Nurses Association accredited continuing 
education conference or program attended by Hospital Personnel and 
in conformity with applicable standards for commercial support; or (3) 
the meal or social event is provided by and in connection with a 
conference or program conducted by an established third-party 
scientific, educational or professional organization or other company 
that offers educational conferences and programs, provided, however, 
that the organizer may not be affiliated with any Vendor. 
For example, if a Vendor sponsors a lunch at an annual meeting 
conducted by a professional society, Hospital Personnel attending the 
meeting may partake of the meal. If, however, a Vendor invites 
attendees of a professional society’s meeting to a dinner at a 
restaurant that includes substantive educational presentations, 
Hospital Personnel may attend the educational presentation but may 
not accept the dinner unless the Hospital Personnel personally pays 
for the dinner or, where appropriate, the Hospital pays for the dinner. 

	  
D.  Sample Medications and Vouchers 

	  
The Medication Samples and Vouchers Policy (Patient Care Manual No. TX-7-05) 
governs issues relating to obtaining medical samples and vouchers from Vendors. 

E.   Other Potentially Improper  Attempts to Influence 

1.  Even where a dealing is at fair market value, a conflict can arise because a Vendor 
provides a personal opportunity to Hospital Personnel, or a member of their family 
or person with whom they maintain a living arrangement approximating a family 
relationship, that might not have been provided but for the Vendor’s business 
relationship or potential business relationship with the Hospital. 
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2.  Examples could include a Vendor offering the spouse or child of Hospital Personnel 

a job with the Vendor. Even though the spouse or child will be paid fair market 
value for the services provided, the opportunity for the job may constitute a 
prohibited attempt to influence. 

	  
3.  In such situations, Hospital Personnel should seek guidance from their Department 

Chair, applicable Senior Manager, the Office of General Counsel or the Office of 
Compliance and Privacy, 

	  
F.   Exceptions 

	  
1.  Personal Friendships. The Hospital recognizes that there are situations in which 

Hospital Personnel have personal friendships with employees of Vendors that 
developed outside of the business relationship. For example, Hospital Personnel 
may be in a tennis group or book club that includes employees of Vendors. This 
Policy does not prohibit Hospital Personnel from personal encounters such as 
going to dinner at the home of an employee of a Vendor or attending a wedding of 
the child of an employee of a Vendor where Hospital Personnel have such a 
personal friendship such that, over the long run, there is a mutual reciprocity (e.g., 
the Hospital Personnel alternatively takes the employee of the Vendor to dinner) 
and the employee of the Vendor is personally paying for the personal encounter. If 
the Vendor company is paying for the encounter, this exception does not apply. 
Where there is any question about the appropriateness of the encounter or where 
the encounter involves the employee of the Vendor paying for restaurant meals, 
entertainment or gifts, Hospital Personnel should seek guidance from their 
supervisor at least at the Department manager or division chief level (or a 
designee), the Office of General Counsel, or the Office of Compliance and Privacy. 
In addition, where Hospital Personnel have a personal friendship with an employee 
of a Vendor and will be in a decision-making role with respect to the use or 
purchase of equipment, products supplies or services from the Vendor (or a 
competitor of the Vendor with respect to the product or services under 
consideration), Hospital Personnel must disclose the existence of the personal 
friendship to their Department Chair or applicable Senior Manager and a process 
should be employed to avoid the potential for the personal friendship to influence 
the decision making in question. 

	  
2.  Hospital Personnel as Guests of Others at Vendor Events. This policy does not 

prohibit attendance by Hospital Personnel at a meal or other event paid for or 
provided by a Vendor where: (1) the Hospital Personnel attends as a guest of 
someone, such as a spouse, who is not Hospital Personnel (“Host”), (2) the Host 
works for the Vendor or has another business relationship with the Vendor that is 
unrelated to the relationship the Vendor has or hopes to have with the Hospital 
Personnel or Hospital, (3) the invitation is extended by the Vendor to the Host 
because of the Host’s business relationship with the Vendor and not the 
relationship the Vendor has or hopes to have with the Hospital Personnel or the 
Hospital, and (4) the invitation from the Vendor to the Host and to all other invitees 
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includes an invitation to bring a spouse, guest and/or other family members. For 
example, a Hospital employee whose spouse works for a Vendor may accompany 
his spouse to an annual holiday party for the Vendor’s employees and their 
spouses. 

	  
3.  Employee Discount Programs. This policy does not prohibit employee discounts 

under an established corporate discount program offered by a Vendor to the 
Hospital provided: (1) the discounts are made available to all Hospital Personnel, 
and (2) the discount program is approved in advance by a member of Senior 
Management. 

	  
4.  Other Exceptions. 

	  
a.  Exceptions to these restrictions on gifts, meals and compensation may be 

granted in limited circumstances with advance approval (see 4.b below). 
Requests for exceptions should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, 
considering factors such as: 

	  
i. The value to the Hospital of the associated activity. 

	  
ii. The feasibility or appropriateness of the Hospital and/or Hospital 

Personnel paying for or reimbursing the Vendor for the gift, meal or 
compensation. 

	  
iii.  The role of the Hospital Personnel in question and the potential for the 

receipt of the gift, meal or compensation to influence the Hospital’s 
relationship with the Vendor. 

	  
iv.  The presence or absence of other safeguards to promote fair and 

arms-length dealings with the Vendor. 
v.   The extent to which external standards (e.g., professional societies, 

AAMC, PhRMA) provide guidance on the specific situation. 
	  

An example of a situation in which it may be appropriate to grant an 
exception is where a Vendor is honoring Hospital Personnel with an 
established award funded by the Vendor. In such case, Hospital Personnel 
and their family may be given permission to attend the dinner at which the 
award is given and to accept the award. 
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b.  The following process applies to the granting of exceptions in accordance 

with F.4.a: 
	  

i. In the case of Hospital Personnel (other than a member of Senior 
Management at the level of Vice President or Department Chair or 
higher), an exception may be granted with advance approval by both: 
(1) a member of Senior Management at the level of Vice President or 
Department Chair or higher; and (2) the General Counsel or Chief 
Compliance Officer, or their designees. 

	  
ii. In the case of a member of Senior Management at the level of Vice 

President or Department Chair or higher, an exception may be 
granted with advance approval by both: (1) the Chief Executive Officer 
or a designee; and (2) the General Counsel or Chief Compliance 
Officer. 

	  
iii.  In the case of the Chief Executive Officer, an exception may be 

granted with advance approval by the Chair of the Audit & 
Compliance Committee of the Boards of Trustees or a designee. 

	  
III. SPEAKERS BUREAUS 

	  
A.  The position of the AAMC is that participation by faculty in industry-sponsored 

speakers bureaus should be strongly discouraged. The AAMC excepts situations in 
which academic investigators are presenting results of their industry-sponsored 
studies to peers and there is opportunity for critical exchange. AAMC Report on 
Industry Funding of Medical Education (June 2008). The Hospital supports the 
position of the AAMC with respect to Hospital Personnel participation on speakers 
bureaus. 

	  
B.  While the Hospital discourages the participation of Hospital Personnel in speakers 

bureaus, it does not prohibit participation in speakers bureaus under all circumstances. 
Participation in speakers bureaus is prohibited where conflict issues arise under the 
Hospital’s Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-3-1) 

	  
C.  Speakers bureaus raise particular concerns in the case of clinicians and researchers 

who are speaking on professional topics. Clinicians and researchers may not agree to 
any restrictions by industry regarding the content of their professional presentations or 
related materials, should not allow industry to censor their presentations or related 
materials, and should not allow industry to have final approval of their presentations or 
related materials (except with respect to limiting disclosure of confidential information 
that does not compromise the presentations or related materials). If any materials are 
provided by others (such as a graph provided by industry showing study results) and 
used in the presentations or related materials, the clinician or researcher must 
acknowledge the source of the materials. It is, however, prohibited for a clinician or 
researcher to be paid by industry to present materials prepared by the company (even 
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though properly acknowledged to have been prepared by the company) where the 
person has a clinical or research involvement at the Hospital with a product related to 
the materials. In rare situations, exceptions may be granted on approval of the 
relevant Chair or the Chief Operating Officer, as applicable (or their designees), and 
the Research Review Committee. 

	  
IV. GHOSTWRITING 

	  
A.  Ghostwriting is the provision of written material that is officially credited to someone 

other than the writer(s) of the material. It includes unacknowledged, undisclosed 
provision of content. Transparent writing collaboration with attribution between 
academic and industry investigators, medical writers, and/or technical experts is not 
ghostwriting. 

	  
B.  Hospital Personnel are prohibited from allowing their professional presentations of any 

kind, oral or written, to be ghostwritten by any party, industry or otherwise. 
	  

V.  VENDOR- RUN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
	  

A.  The position of the AAMC is that academic medical center faculty and trainees should 
not attend industry events billed as continuing medical education that are not 
accredited by the ACCME.  AAMC Report on Industry Funding of Medical Education 
(June 2008). Examples of Vendor events billed as continuing medical education 
include Vendor-sponsored seminars at off-site locations and Vendor-sponsored journal 
clubs. 

	  
B.  While the Hospital does not prohibit attendance at Vendor-run educational programs 

that are not accredited, all Hospital Personnel should carefully consider the propriety of 
attending. 

	  
1.  See II.A.2.b regarding the exception to the prohibition on gifts to individuals for 

attendance at Vendor-run educational programs offered for free to all attendees 
and the acceptance of educational materials provided in connection with the 
program. 

2.  The provision by Vendors and receipt by Hospital Personnel of other gifts or meals 
that may be offered by Vendors at Vendor-run educational programs remain subject 
to the general restrictions set forth in II.A and II.C.2.  For example, with respect to 
meals, Hospital Personnel attending a Vendor-run educational program at a 
Vendor’s office may partake of a modest lunch offered during the program. 
However, Hospital Personnel attending a Vendor-run educational program at an 
off-site location other than a Vendor’s office (e.g., a restaurant) may not accept a 
lunch offered during the program unless the Hospital Personnel personally pays for 
the lunch or, where appropriate, the Hospital pays for the lunch. 
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VI. VENDOR FUNDING FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT OR SPONSORED BY THE 

HOSPITAL 
	  

A.   ACCME Programs 
	  

Vendor funding for any educational program sponsored or organized by the Hospital or 
conducted in a Hospital Facility and accredited by the ACCME for continuing medical 
education credit is: (i) handled exclusively by the Continuing Medical Education 
Department of the Office of Medical Staff Affairs; and (ii) subject to the ACCME 
Standards for Commercial Support. The ACCME Standards for Commercial Support 
may be found at www.accme.org. 

	  
B.   Nursing  Continuing Education Programs 

	  
Vendor funding for any educational program sponsored or organized by the Hospital or 
conducted in a Hospital Facility and qualifying for continuing nursing education credit 
(contact hours) awarded by a state Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation or equivalent 
accrediting entity is: (i) handled exclusively by the Office of Nursing Education; and (ii) 
subject to the standards for commercial support required by the state Nurses 
Association. 

	  
C.  Standards  for Vendor Funding  for Educational Programs 

	  
While certain programs such as those that qualify for ACCME or state Nurses 
Association credit may be subject to additional or more stringent requirements, Vendor 
funding for all educational programs sponsored or organized by the Hospital or 
conducted in a Hospital facility is, at a minimum, subject to the following requirements: 

	  
1.  The funding from the Vendor may not be in consideration of or related to any 

business relationship, whether past, present or future, existing or desired. 
	  

2.  The funding from the Vendor must be provided in the form of a grant to The 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
Foundation, and may not be made to an individual. 

	  
3.  The funding must be documented in a written agreement between the Vendor and 

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
Foundation, in a form approved by the Office of General Counsel. 

	  
4.  For educational programs involving clinicians or involving researchers engaged in 

clinical trials, except for funding for state Nurses Association continuing nursing 
education programs as described in VI.B above, the Continuing Medical Education 
Department of the Office of Medical Staff Affairs approves all funding and, in 
consultation with the Office of General Counsel, approves the written agreement 
memorializing the support. 
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5.  For other educational programs not described in VI.C.4 above, funding should be 
approved by a member of Senior Management at the level of Vice President or 
Department Chair or higher. 

	  
6.  The Vendor may not have any role with respect to the educational content of the 

program, including with respect to the program topics, objectives, content, 
methods, speakers or evaluations. 

	  
7.  The fact that the Vendor has provided funding for the program must be disclosed to 

all participants in the written materials, if any, and, if none, verbally at the outset of 
the program or lecture; provided, however, that the acknowledgement must be 
limited to the Vendor’s name as a sponsor of the program. 

	  
8.  If there is any financial or in-kind relationship in any amount within the past 12 

months between the Vendor, including affiliated entities, and any presenter, author 
whose materials are being presented, researcher whose results are being 
presented or a person with control over the content of or speakers at the program, 
such relationship must be disclosed to all participants in the written materials, if 
any, and, if none, verbally at the outset of the program or lecture. The disclosure 
must include the following information: (a) the name of the individual; (b) the name 
of the Vendor; and (c) the nature of the relationship the person has with the Vendor.  
If there is no financial or in-kind relationship between an individual presenter, 
author or researcher and the Vendor, the fact that no such relationship exists must 
be disclosed to all participants in the written materials, if any, and, if none, verbally 
at the outset of the program or lecture. 

	  
9.  The content or format of the program and its related materials must be educational 

and not for the purpose of promoting a specific proprietary business interest of a 
commercial interest. If the educational materials or content includes trade names, 
where available trade names from several companies should be used, not just 
trade names from a single company. If presentations speak to a therapeutic option, 
the presentation must give a balanced view of appropriate therapeutic options. 

	  
10. Product promotion material or product-specific advertisement of any type is 

prohibited in or during the educational activity. Live (staffed exhibits, 
presentations) or enduring (printed or electronic advertisements) promotional 
activities must be kept separate from the educational activity. Educational materials 
that are part of the educational activity (such as slides, abstracts and handouts) 
may not contain any advertising, trade name or product-group message or 
promotion. 

	  
11. The funding from the Vendor will be used to pay expenses in connection with the 

program (such as payment of honoraria and expenses for outside lecturers, and 
provision of modest meals for participants in conjunction with the educational 
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program, but the funding may not be used to pay, including payment or 
reimbursement of expenses, any person simply for attending the program) in 
accordance with Hospital policy in effect from time to time; provided, however, that 
if all of the funds are not needed to support the program, then any remaining 
monies will be available for other medical education purposes in accordance with 
Hospital policy in effect from time to time unless such use was prohibited by the 
Vendor when it provided the funding. 

	  
12. The intent of this Section VI.C. is to apply key principles of the ACCME Standards 

for Commercial Support to Vendor funding of non-ACCME /state Nurses 
Association accredited educational programs sponsored or organized by the 
Hospital or conducted in a Hospital Facility. For additional guidance in the 
interpretation of the standards set forth herein, see the ACCME Standards for 
Commercial Support (available at www.accme.org). 

	  
VII. PURCHASING DECISION MAKING 

	  
A.  Hospital Personnel who are involved in decision making with respect to the use or 

purchase of equipment, products, supplies or services should avoid the appearance of 
a conflict of interest with respect to Vendors. 

	  
1.  Certain Hospital Personnel, such as employees involved in the Hospital’s Supply 

Chain, have such significant Vendor interactions that they are held to a higher 
standard in terms of avoiding the appearance of a conflict of interest with respect to 
Vendors. 

	  
2.  Involvement in Decision Making 

	  
a.  Hospital Personnel serving on the Therapeutic Standards Committee or Medical 

Device Committee must disclose any relationship they have with respect to a 
Vendor (or competitor of the Vendor with respect to the product under 
consideration) whose product is being considered that constitutes an actual, 
potential or perceived conflict of interest under the Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-
3-1) and, after any presentation by the conflicted person with respect to 
information it is important for such person to present (e.g., the person uniquely 
understands certain scientific or clinical information about the product that is 
important for the Committee to know), the conflicted person should leave the 
Committee meeting while the matter is being discussed and/or voted upon and 
the minutes should reflect the fact that the conflicted person was not present for 
the discussion or vote. 

	  
b.  Any Hospital Personnel serving as a member of a Hospital Institutional Review 

Board (“IRB”) that has under its review a study in which the product of a Vendor 
is being considered for use in human subjects research, must disclose any 
relationship they have with respect to the Vendor (or competitor of the Vendor 
with respect to the product under consideration) that constitutes an 
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actual, potential or perceived conflict of interest under the Conflicts of Interest 
Policy (A-3-1), and abide by the procedures set forth in the “Policy on Avoiding 
Conflicts of Interest in IRB Actions” (Committees for the Protection of Human 
Subjects SOP 904). 

	  
c.   A process similar to that described in “a” should be employed in other 

situations where the decision maker has a relationship with respect to the 
Vendor (or competitor of the Vendor with respect to the equipment, product, 
supply or services under consideration) that constitutes an actual, potential or 
perceived conflict of interest under the Conflicts of Interest Policy (A-3-1). 

	  
d.  Hospital Personnel who provide input, but are not involved in decision making 

with respect to the use or purchase of equipment, products, supplies or 
services, must, prior to providing input, disclose any relationship they have with 
respect to the Vendor (or competitor of the Vendor with respect to the 
equipment, product, supply or services under consideration) whose equipment, 
product, supply or service is being considered that constitutes an actual, 
potential or perceived conflict of interest under the Conflicts of Interest Policy 
(A-3-1), to their Department Chair or applicable Senior Manager, and to the 
person(s) or committee(s) to whom the conflicted person expects to provide 
input. Disclosure to the Department Chair or applicable Senior Manager 
should be made at least annually if the provision of input is ongoing and the 
disclosure to the person(s) or committee(s) to whom the conflicted person 
expects to provide input should be made at each instance prior to the conflicted 
person providing such input. 

	  
VIII. VENDOR SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH 

	  
A.  All external research support from a Vendor, whether in the form of funding or in-kind 

donations such as equipment, must be paid or gifted to The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation, and Hospital 
Personnel, Departments, divisions and programs may not receive research support 
directly from Vendors. 

	  
B.  All external research support must be documented in a written agreement between the 

Vendor and The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia Foundation. 

	  
C.  The Office of Technology Transfer approves all Vendor support of research activities 

at the Hospital and, in consultation with the Office of General Counsel, approves the 
written agreement memorializing the support. 

	  
D.  All external research funding is accessed through accounts at the Hospital, usually the 

The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Research Institute, and expended in 
accordance with policies of the Hospital and, where applicable, the Foundation, in 
effect from time to time. 
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E.  The Hospital accepts funding for research from external sources, including Vendors, in 
accordance with policies and practices that are consistent with all legal requirements, 
the Hospital’s mission, its status as a nonprofit tax-exempt organization (the funding 
may not generate unrelated trade or business income without the consent of the 
President & CEO of the Hospital, please see the Office of General Counsel if there are 
any issues), and prevailing standards for academic medical centers. Vendors may not 
prohibit Hospital Personnel or the Hospital from publishing the results of the Hospital’s 
research. 

	  
IX. VENDOR FUNDS FOR RESIDENT AND FELLOW TRAINING 

	  
A.  All external funding from a Vendor for resident and fellow training (including Ruth L. 

Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) and other trainees) must be 
paid to The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia Foundation, and Hospital Personnel, Departments, divisions and 
programs may not receive such funding for training directly from Vendors. 

	  
B.  All external funding for training must be documented in a written agreement between 

the Vendor and The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia Foundation. 

	  
C.  The Graduate Medical Education Committee, through the Graduate Medical Education 

Department of the Office of Medical Staff Affairs, approves all Vendor funding for 
resident and fellow training and, in consultation with the Office of General Counsel, 
approves the written agreement memorializing the support. The Office of Sponsored 
Projects approves all Vendor funding for research fellows and, in consultation with the 
Office of General Counsel, approves the written agreement memorializing the support. 

	  
D.  All external funding for training is expended in accordance with policies of the Hospital 

and, where applicable, the Foundation, in effect from time to time. 
	  

E.  Vendor support of trainees, in the form of financial assistance or scholarships, may be 
provided but should be free of any actual or perceived conflict of interest, must be 
specifically for the purpose of education, and each of the following additional 
requirements must be met: 

	  
1.  The Hospital Department, division or program selects the trainee who will receive 

the support based on institutional criteria and the Vendor may not recommend or 
suggest a candidate. 

	  
2. The support is provided to The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s 

Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation, which provides the support directly to the 
trainee in accordance with Hospital policies, and not directly by the Vendor to the 
student or trainee. 
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3. The Department, program or division has determined that the proposed use of the 

support (e.g., covering expenses to allow a trainee to attend an educational, 
scientific or health care policy conference of a national, regional or specialty 
medical association) has educational merit. 

	  
4.  The proposed use of the support does not benefit the Vendor and there is no 

implicit or explicit expectation that the recipient will do something to benefit the 
Vendor in return for support. 

	  
X.  VENDOR GIFTS OR GRANTS FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

	  
A.  For other situations in which a Vendor seeks to provide support for Hospital programs 

(such as funding a position in a clinical division), the matter must be reviewed by the 
Office of General Counsel for a determination of the terms under which such support 
may, if at all, be accepted. 

	  
B.  All grants or financial support from Vendors for other purposes must be documented in 

a written agreement, approved by the Office of General Counsel, between the Vendor 
and The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia or The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
Foundation. 

	  
C.  All external funding for such other purposes is expended in accordance with policies 

of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and, where applicable, the Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation, in effect from time to time. 

	  
XI. TRAINING AND SITE VISITS BY HOSPITAL PERSONNEL 

	  
A.  On occasion, it may be appropriate for Hospital Personnel to travel to other locations to 

evaluate new systems, to review installations or designs of facilities, to receive training, 
to benefit from the experiences of other users or for other legitimate purposes that 
require site visits to another location. In such situations, a Vendor may reimburse the 
Hospital for the travel expenses for Hospital Personnel to make the site visit provided 
each of the following requirements is met: 

	  
1.  The arrangement has been reviewed and approved in advance by a member of 

Senior Management at the level of Vice President or Department Chair or higher. 
	  

2.  The Senior Manager determines there is a valid business reason for the site visit and 
for the participation of the particular Hospital Personnel selected to attend. 

	  
3.  The expenses paid by the Vendor are paid to The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

or The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Foundation, which in turn reimburses the 
expenses of the Hospital Personnel involved in accordance with the Hospital’s Travel 
Policy (A-2-2). 
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4.  The Vendor may directly provide meals so long as the setting and nature of the 

meals are appropriate to the business purpose and are not excessive or extravagant, 
and meals are not provided for the spouse, family member or guest of Hospital 
Personnel. 

	  
5.  The Vendor may directly provide lodging only with the advance approval of a 

member of Senior Management at the level of Vice President or Department Chair or 
higher and the lodging must not be excessive or extravagant. 

	  
6.  Hospital Personnel are prohibited from attending entertainment events at Vendor’s 

expense during site visits. Hospital Personnel who choose to attend entertainment 
events offered at Vendor’s expense during site visits must personally pay or 
reimburse the Vendor for the cost of attending, and may not seek reimbursement 
from the Hospital for the expense. 

	  
XII. OTHER VENDOR ACTIVITY 

	  
Supply Chain Management maintains a policy, Control of On-Site Activity by Vendors 
(A-3-8), which includes additional provisions pertaining to Vendor activity, such as 
requiring Vendors to have appointments and wear identification badges, restricting 
areas of Vendor access at Hospital facilities, and placing limits on Vendors’ use of 
Hospital Facilities and resources. 

	  
XIII. ENFORCEMENT 

	  
A.  Vendors who fail to comply with this Policy are subject to appropriate action, up to and 

including having their access to Hospital Facilities restricted and losing their business 
privileges at the Hospital. 

	  
B.  Any Hospital Personnel who violate any provision of this Policy may face sanctions up 

to and including discharge and/or removal from the Medical and Research Staffs, as 
appropriate, depending on the seriousness of the violation. 
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THIS POLICY 

	  
GENERAL COUNSEL 
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT, AUDIT, COMPLIANCE AND PRIVACY 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Supersedes 
	  

1/1/2009 

Approved by: 

Signature: 

	  
	  
	  
	  
Madeline Bell, Executive  Vice President  and Chief Operating  Officer 

	  
	  

This Administrative Policy is the property of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and is protected by U.S. and 
international copyright laws and may not be used or reproduced without the prior written consent of The Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia. This Policy is to be used solely by employees of the Hospital, the Hospital Medical Staff and those acting 
on the Hospital’s behalf in connection with Hospital matters or in their Hospital duties. This Policy may not be copied, 
photocopied, reproduced, entered into a computer database or otherwise duplicated, in whole or in part in any format.  Any 
personal or other use is strictly prohibited. 
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POLICY 
	  

It is the policy of the Hospital that interactions with Vendors comply with applicable law, meet 
ethical standards, avoid or minimize conflicts of interest, protect patient and research subject 
confidentiality, and promote fair and open dealings. 

	  
PURPOSE 

	  
The purpose of this Policy is to establish guidelines and procedures with respect to on-site 
activities by Vendors.  Such on-site activities subject to this Policy include soliciting, 
marketing, providing training or in-service education, servicing or assisting on equipment or 
devices, distributing information at Hospital Facilities and any other activity related to the 
Vendor’s business. 

	  
SCOPE 

	  
This Policy applies to all Trustees, Officers, employees and members of the Medical and 
Research Staffs of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, including its Joseph Stokes, 
Jr. Research Institute, the CHOPPA Practice Plans (currently Children’s Anesthesiology 
Associates, Children’s Health Care Associates, Children’s Surgical Associates, Radiology 
Associates of Children’s Hospital, and their New Jersey Affiliates) and entities controlling, 
controlled by or under common control with The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, 
including, without limitation, The Children’s Hospital Foundation (together, the ”Hospital”), 
as well as any others who are providing services or conducting research at facilities 
owned or operated by the Hospital or otherwise on behalf of the Hospital or whose 
presence at or affiliation with the Hospital may place them in a position to interact with 
Vendors on behalf of the Hospital (all such persons referenced under Scope, “Hospital 
Personnel”). 

	  
All Vendors are expected to abide by this Policy with respect to their interactions with 
Hospital Personnel or while in Hospital Facilities, including not engaging or attempting to 
engage in any conduct that could cause Hospital Personnel to violate this Policy. 

	  
RELATED POLICIES 

	  

	  
Administrative Policy Manual No.  A-3-7 Interactions with Vendors 
Administrative Policy Manual  No. A-3-1 Conflicts of Interest 
Administrative Policy Manual  No. A-1-4 Organizational Ethics Statement 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-1-5 Compliance Standards of Conduct 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-4-3 Introduction of New Medical Devices, 

Products and Equipment 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-3-5 Confidentiality of Patient and Institutional 

Information 
Administrative Policy Manual No. A-4-17 Gifts to Employees 
Patient Care Manual No. TX-7-05 Medication Samples and Vouchers 
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DEFINITIONS 
	  

A.  “Hospital” means The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, including its Joseph 
Stokes, Jr. Research Institute, the CHOPPA Practice Plans (currently Children’s 
Anesthesiology Associates, Children’s Health Care Associates, Children’s Surgical 
Associates, Radiology Associates of Children’s Hospital, and their New Jersey 
Affiliates) and entities controlling, controlled by or under common control with The 
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, including, without limitation, The Children’s 
Hospital Foundation. 

	  
B.  “Hospital  Facilities” means any facility owned, leased, licensed or otherwise in the 

possession of the Hospital. 
	  

C.  “Hospital  Personnel”  means Trustees, Officers, employees and members of the 
Medical and Research Staffs of the Hospital, and others who are providing services 
at facilities owned or operated by the Hospital or otherwise on behalf of the Hospital 
or whose presence at or affiliation with the Hospital may place them in a position to 
interact with Vendors on behalf of the Hospital.1

 

	  
D.  “Patient care areas” mean any areas in Hospital Facilities where patient care 

occurs, including but not limited to inpatient hospital rooms, procedure rooms (e.g., 
perioperative complex, cardiac catheterization lab, interventional radiology), patient 
observation rooms, nursing stations, outpatient examination rooms, the emergency 
room, and testing areas within the clinical laboratory. 

	  
E.  “Vendors” means entities and persons that have or are seeking to enter into 

business relationships with the Hospital (e.g., to provide any equipment, product, 
supply, facility, item or service for which payment may be made, including but not 
limited to a pharmaceutical product, medical device, or other clinical equipment, 
product or supply), as well as the representatives and agents of such entities or 
persons. 2 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

1   This Policy is not intended to apply to Trustees to the extent they are not involved in decision- 
making with respect to the recommendation, use or purchase by the Hospital of particular 
equipment, products, supplies, facilities, items or services. 

	  
2   A Hospital Trustee who owns, works for or has another business relationship with a Vendor is 
not considered a Vendor for purposes of this Policy when (1) acting only in his/her capacity as a 
Trustee and (2) there are no discussions of the Vendor’s business relationship with the Hospital. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
	  

I. ACCESS TO HOSPITAL FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL 
	  

A.  Appointments Required 
	  

Except as provided in A.2 and A.3 below, Vendors must have a scheduled 
appointment to have access to Hospital Facilities. This applies to visits for any 
purpose relating to the Vendor’s business, including soliciting, marketing, 
providing training or in-service education, servicing or providing equipment or 
devices, or distributing information relating to equipment, products, supplies, 
facilities, items or services. Drop-in visits are not permitted. 

	  
1.  Vendors appearing at any Hospital Facility without an appointment (but see 

A.2 and A.3 below) or not wearing an identification badge (see B below) 
should be reported to Supply Chain or Security. 

	  
2.  Appointments under this Section A are not required for visits for product or 

device recalls and emergency deliveries and services. 
	  

3.  Appointments under this Section A are not required for routine visits made 
on a regular recurring basis and that are, by arrangement, for purposes 
such as making deliveries or pick-ups or working on-site on on-going 
projects. Examples include deliveries of office supplies or food products 
used by the food service; pick-ups or deliveries by UPS, Federal Express, 
or courier services; maintenance of office plants (e.g., Plant Lady); and on- 
site consulting or construction work under a long-term engagement. 

	  
B.  Check-in and Identification Badges 

	  
1.  Main Hospital Campus. Upon arrival at any of the Hospital Facilities that 

are part of the main Hospital campus (the main Hospital building, Wood 
Center, Children’s Seashore House, Abramson Pediatric Research Center, 
or Colket Translational Research Building), a Vendor must (1) proceed to 
and check in at the designated check-in site and (2) obtain a Hospital- 
issued identification badge (unless the Vendor has previously been issued a 
non-expired identification badge for use on a recurring basis). A Vendor 
must wear a valid identification badge at all times while at Hospital Facilities 
on the main Hospital campus. 

	  
2.  Other Hospital Facilities. Upon arrival at any of the Hospital Facilities that 

are not part of the main Hospital campus, a Vendor is required to comply 
with such procedures, if any, as may be established by Supply Chain from 
time to time regarding designated check-in sites and Hospital-issued 
identification badges at such locations. 
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C.  Authorized and Unauthorized Areas 
	  

1.  Hospital Personnel should avoid scheduling meetings or other visits with 
Vendors at locations other than private offices or conference rooms. 

	  
2.  Except as provided in C.3 below, to protect patient confidentiality and avoid 

disruptions in patient care, Vendors should generally not be present in patient 
care areas or other areas where patient information is visible (examples of 
the latter could include offices where medical records are stored or where 
computer terminals used to access patient information are in use). 

	  
3.  Vendors may only attend, and Hospital Personnel may only schedule 

appointments with or otherwise permit Vendors to attend, meetings or other 
visits in patient care areas or other areas where patient information is visible, 
in those limited circumstances where there is a clear educational or patient 
care benefit requiring a Vendor to be present, such as to service or provide, 
or provide assistance, training or in-service education on, devices or other 
equipment (e.g., in an operating area). 

	  
a.  See E.1.e below for additional procedures and requirements that may 

apply. 
	  

4.  Where necessary, Vendors may travel through patient care areas en route to 
scheduled appointments in other areas, but are prohibited from lingering or 
conducting business in patient care areas (except as provided in C.3 above). 

	  
5.  Vendors are prohibited from lingering or conducting business in non-patient 

care areas where patients or members of the general public are likely to be 
present, such as waiting areas, lounges, corridors, lobbies and cafeterias 
unless specifically authorized by Hospital Personnel (such as meeting a 
physician by pre-arrangement in a cafeteria). 

	  
D.  Compliance with Hospital Policies and Procedures 

	  
Vendors must abide by all applicable Hospital policies and procedures while at 
Hospital Facilities. 

	  
E.  Additional Procedures Relating to Vendor Access 

	  
1.  Supply Chain may maintain any such additional procedures and 

requirements as are appropriate to implement this Policy, on matters 
including but not limited to: 

	  
a.  The designation of Vendor check-in locations and check-in 

procedures, if any, at all Hospital Facilities. 
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b.  The process, including applicable charges if any, for issuance of 
Vendor identification badges for Vendors who visit the Hospital on a 
routine basis, where appropriate. 

	  
c.   The registration of Vendors (may be applicable to some or all types of 

Vendors) as approved Hospital Vendors. 
	  

d.  The designation of Hospital policies with which Vendors must 
familiarize themselves and, where appropriate, a process for their 
acknowledgement in writing before being granted access to Hospital 
Facilities. 

	  
e.  Additional procedures and requirements applicable to Vendors before 

they may be granted access to procedural or other patient care areas, 
including, without limitation, such matters as advance registration as 
approved Vendors, process for scheduling and verifying 
appointments, orientation and training on Hospital policies and 
procedures, required advance departmental or procedural area 
approvals, documentation of training on the use of particular 
equipment or devices, and documentation of immunizations and 
health screenings. 

	  
2.  Such Supply Chain procedures and requirements are available at 

www.chop.edu/vendors. 
	  

	  
	  

II.  USE OF HOSPITAL FACILITIES OR RESOURCES BY VENDORS 
	  

A.  Vendors may not use Hospital resources to disseminate information to Hospital 
Personnel about scheduled meetings or other events sponsored by Vendors or 
otherwise for Vendor’s business purposes (this applies both to events at Hospital 
Facilities and events off-site). 

	  
B.  Departmental and division offices, including residency and fellowship programs, 

may not provide e-mail lists or address lists of Hospital Personnel to Vendors for 
their own business purposes. This is not intended to preclude individual Hospital 
Personnel from providing their own email or mailing address to Vendors. 

	  
C.  Vendors may not access the Hospital paging system to contact Hospital 

Personnel unless specifically requested by the person being paged. 
	  

D.  Vendors may not display, post or leave any type of printed or handwritten 
material, advertisement or signs, or item of any other nature, in patient care 
areas or public areas in any Hospital Facilities. (Examples include brochures, 
signs announcing Vendor events, promotional items such as pens and sample 
consumer products.) Vendors may not display, post or leave any type of printed 
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or handwritten material, advertisement or sign, or item of any other nature in any 
other area of the Hospital Facilities unless it is given to a specific person who has 
agreed to accept it and doing so is otherwise in accordance with the Hospital’s 
Policy on  Interactions with Vendors (A-3-7). 

	  
E.  Vendor materials that may be useful to patients should be offered to the 

appropriate department (for example, materials about pharmaceutical products 
should be offered to the Department of Pharmaceutical Services), which will 
decide whether it will accept the materials and, if so, the appropriate use of the 
materials. 

	  
III. OTHER VENDOR ACTIVITY 

	  
A.  The Medication Samples and Vouchers Policy (Patient Care Manual No. TX-7- 

05) governs issues relating to obtaining medical samples and vouchers from 
Vendors. 

	  
B.  The Interactions with Vendors Policy (Administrative Policy A-3-7) governs many 

other issues relating to the activities of Vendors and their interactions with the 
Hospital and Hospital Personnel. 

	  
IV. ENFORCEMENT 

	  
A.  Hospital Personnel are responsible for reporting to Supply Chain if they identify a 

Vendor who fails to adhere to any provision of this Policy. 
	  

B.  Vendors who violate any provision of this Policy are subject to appropriate action, 
up to and including having their access to Hospital Facilities restricted and losing 
their business privileges at the Hospital, as appropriate, depending on the 
seriousness of the violation. 

	  
C.  Any Hospital Personnel who violate any provision of this Policy may face 

sanctions up to and including discharge and/or removal from the Medical and 
Research Staffs, as appropriate, depending on the seriousness of the violation. 
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THIS POLICY 
	  

VICE PRESIDENT, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

NEW 

Approved by: 

Signature: 

	  
	  
	  
	  
Madeline Bell, Executive  Vice President  and Chief Operating  Officer 

	  

This Administrative Policy is the property of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and is protected by U.S. and international 
copyright laws and may not be used or reproduced without the prior written consent of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. 
This Policy is to be used solely by employees of the Hospital, the Hospital Medical Staff and those acting on the Hospital’s 
behalf either on the premises of the Hospital in connection with Hospital matters or in their Hospital duties involving the care of 
Hospital patients. This Policy may not be entered into a computer database or otherwise duplicated, in whole or in part in any 
format.  Any personal or other use is strictly prohibited. 
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Confidentiality	  of	  patient	  and	  institutional	  information	  
C	  o	  n	  f	  i	  d	  e	  n	  t	  i	  a	  l	   I	  n	  f	  o	  r	  m	  a	  t	  i	  o	  n	  
	  
All	  patient	  information	  is	  confidential,	  regardless	  of	  whether	  it	  is	  spoken	  in	  a	  conversation,	  written	  on	  a	  piece	  of	  
paper,	  contained	  in	  an	  e-‐mail	  or	  stored	  electronically	  in	  a	  Hospital	  computer	  or	  on	  a	  portable	  storage	  device.	  
Vendors	  and	  their	  employees	  or	  agents	  must	  protect	  and	  keep	  patient	  information	  confidential.	  
	  
Medication	  Samples	  and	  Vouchers	  
	  
The	  Hospital	  no	  longer	  accepts	  medication	  samples	  from	  pharmaceutical	  representatives	  or	  physicians.	  The	  Hospital	  
supports	  the	  use	  of	  Medication	  Vouchers	  for	  patients	  as	  an	  alternative	  to	  samples	  to	  assist	  patients	  in	  safely	  
obtaining	  prescribed	  medications.	  
	  
Safety	  

	  

Use	  of	  wireless	  RF	  Transmitting	  Devices	  
C	  e	  l	  l	  u	  l	  a	  r	  p	  h	  o	  n	  e	  s	  
	  

 AT&T,	  Verizon,	  and	  Sprint/Nextel	  serviced	  cellular	  phones	  are	  permitted	  throughout	  the	  hospital,	  unless	  
otherwise	  posted.	  

 Cell	  phones	  must	  be	  kept	  a	  minimum	  of	  three	  feet	  away	  from	  medical	  devices.	  
	  
W	  a	  l	  k	  i	  e	   t	  a	  l	  k	  i	  e	  /	  R	  a	  d	  i	  o	  
	  

 Prohibited	  from	  use	  in	  procedural	  rooms	  and	  inpatient	  rooms.	  
 Prohibited	  from	  use	  in	  all	  departments	  utilizing	  physiological	  monitoring	  by	  Telemetry.	  

	  
U	  s	  e	   o	  f	   c	  o	  m	  p	  u	  t	  e	  r	  s	  
	  
Laptop	  computers	  can	  be	  used	  in	  patient	  care	  areas	  in	  the	  electrical	  or	  battery	  mode.	  The	  Hospital	  provides	  free	  
wireless	  access	  to	  all	  visitors	  in	  the	  Main	  Hospital,	  Wood	  Center,	  Seashore	  House,	  Abramson	  Center	  and	  Wanamaker	  
Building.	  
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Vendor	  Credentialing	  
Effective	  January	  1,	  2009,	  CHOP	  introduced	  a	  new	  policy	  for	  vendor	  access	  which	  addressed	  the	  vendor’s	  use	  
of	  hospital	  facilities	  and	  authorized/unauthorized	  areas.	  At	  the	  time,	  external	  factors	  were	  influencing	  the	  
movement	  among	  academic	  medical	  centers	  to	  develop	  policies	  to	  regulate	  the	  interactions	  between	  
hospitals,	  clinicians,	  researchers	  and	  vendors.	  These	  factors	  included	  increased	  scrutiny	  in	  the	  media,	  
heightened	  attention	  from	  regulators	  and	  legislators	  and	  a	  continued	  focus	  in	  scholarly	  literature	  on	  potential	  
conflicts	  of	  interest	  raised	  by	  these	  interactions	  and	  the	  effect	  of	  these	  relationships	  on	  the	  integrity	  of	  
research	  and	  clinical	  decision-‐making.	  At	  the	  time,	  a	  number	  of	  leading	  academic	  medical	  centers,	  including	  
University	  of	  Pennsylvania,	  had	  introduced	  policies	  addressing	  vendor	  access.	  
CHOP’s	  current	  vendor	  access	  policy	  addresses	  the	  following:	  

• Appointments,	  check-‐in	  and	  ID	  badges	  
o Appointments	  required	  for	  all	  CHOP	  visits	  
o Exceptions	  for	  product/device	  recalls,	  emergency	  deliveries,	  routing	  pre-‐arranged	  visits	  for	  

deliveries	  and	  on-‐site	  project	  work	  
o Vendors	  are	  required	  to	  check-‐in	  and	  obtain	  badges	  
o Annual	  vendor	  badges	  are	  given	  to	  reps	  who	  visit	  at	  least	  once	  a	  week	  

• Authorized	  and	  unauthorized	  areas	  
o Avoid	  meetings	  with	  vendors	  at	  locations	  other	  than	  private	  offices	  and	  conference	  rooms	  
o Avoid	  meetings	  not	  in	  patient	  areas	  except	  where	  educational	  and	  patient	  care	  benefit	  

requiring	  vendor’s	  presence	  
• Limits	  on	  vendor	  activity	  

o Restrictions	  on	  activities	  and	  use	  of	  hospital	  resources	  to	  solicit	  business	  or	  disseminate	  
information	  

	  
At	  CHOP,	  we	  value	  strong	  relationships	  with	  our	  vendors.	  Compliance	  with	  these	  changes	  will	  provide	  a	  
streamlined	  payment	  process	  and	  better	  customer	  service.	  

	  
If	  you	  have	  questions,	  contact	  Rosanna	  Hollingsworth	  at	  hollingsworth@email.chop.edu.	  
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Vendor	  Profiles	  and	  Nominal	  Fees	  
	  

	   High	  $250	   Medium	  $100	   Low	  $25	  
	   	   	   	  

	  

V
en

do
r	  
Ty
pe

	  

Answer YES to any of these questions: 
• Do you or anyone from your company 

interact with procedural patient care 
areas including but not limited to the 
Anesthesia, Cath Lab, CTOR, 
Endoscopy, ICU’s, IR, OR, PACU and 
Radiology? 

• Do you or anyone from your company 
have direct patient contact? 

• Are you a pharmaceutical vendor? 
OR: 
• Your company’s annual spend is 

greater than $25,000. 

Answer NO to these questions: 
• Do you or anyone from your 

company interact with procedural 
patient care areas including but not 
limited to the Anesthesia, Cath 
Lab, CTOR, Endoscopy, ICU’s, IR, 
OR, PACU and Radiology? 

• Do you or anyone from your 
company have direct patient 
contact? 

• Are you a pharmaceutical vendor? 
AND: 
•  Your company’s annual spend is 

between $25,000 and $5,000 

Answer NO to these questions: 
• Do you or anyone from your 

company interact with procedural 
patient care areas including but not 
limited to the Anesthesia, Cath Lab, 
CTOR, Endoscopy, ICU’s, IR, OR, 
PACU and Radiology? 

• Do you or anyone from your 
company have direct patient 
contact? 

• Are you a pharmaceutical vendor? 
AND: 
• Your company’s annual spend is 

less than $5,000 
Registration	  
All	  vendors	  who	  visit	  the	  Main	  Hospital	  and	  Wood	  Building	  must	  complete	  registration	  in	  order	  to	  continue	  
doing	  business	  with	  CHOP.	  Exceptions	  include:	  

• Academic	  institutions	  
• Construction	  workers	  with	  existing	  

contracted	  access	  
• Catering	  companies	  
• City,	  County,	  State	  and	  Federal	  Agencies	  
• Couriers	  such	  as	  Fed	  Ex,	  UPS	  etc.	  
• EMTs	  
• Gift	  of	  Life	  
• Healthcare	  facilities	  

• Insurance,	  financial	  and	  legal	  companies	  
• Joint	  Commission	  or	  other	  regulatory	  agencies	  
• Non-‐profit	  groups	  (not	  including	  vendors)	  
• Local	  “cash	  and	  carry”	  vendors-‐local	  grocery	  

stores,	  hardware	  stores,	  gift	  and	  flower	  shops	  
• Temporary	  labor	  employees	  who	  work	  full-‐time	  

at	  CHOP	  
• Travel	  industry	  (airline,	  auto	  rental,	  hotel,	  travel	  

agent)	  
	  

You	  will	  need	  to	  register	  as	  a	  vendor	  with	  CHOP	  on	  https://chop.vendormate.com.	  A	  Federal	  Tax	  
Identification	  Number	  (FEIN)	  and	  a	  credit	  card	  are	  required	  to	  complete	  the	  initial	  registration.	  Additional	  
representatives	  only	  need	  the	  FEIN.	  

	  
Vendor	  Recertification	  
All	  vendors	  doing	  business	  with	  CHOP	  are	  required	  to	  submit	  a	  completed	  W9	  and	  Billing	  email	  address.	  Non-‐	  
compliance	  with	  this	  request	  may	  delay	  the	  payment	  process.	  A	  copy	  of	  the	  W-‐9	  form	  can	  be	  downloaded	  at	  
www.irs.gov/pub/irs-‐pdf/fw9.pdf.	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Email	  completed	  W-‐9	  and	  Billing	  email	  address	  to:	  chopapw9@email.chop.edu.	  
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Visits	  
Sign-‐in	  kiosks	  are	  located	  in	  the	  Main	  Hospital	  and	  the	  Wood	  Building	  for	  vendors	  to	  sign-‐in	  and	  to	  obtain	  a	  
badge.	  All	  vendors	  visiting	  those	  facilities	  will	  be	  required	  to	  sign-‐in	  and	  obtain	  a	  badge	  and	  sign-‐out	  before	  
they	  leave.	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
Appointment	  Guidelines	  
G	  en	  er	  a	  l	  	  g	  u	  i	  d	  eli	  n	  es	  	  

	  
All	  vendors	  must	  schedule	  appointments	  prior	  to	  their	  visits;	  unscheduled	  appointments	  and	  drop-‐in	  visits	  are	  
not	  permitted.	  

	  
• For	  appointments	  with	  Supply	  Chain,	  visit	  the	  Contact	  Us	  page.	  
• For	  appointments	  with	  Research	  Supply	  Chain,	  call	  the	  Research	  Contract	  Manager	  at	  215-‐590-‐4661.	  

	  
E	  x	  c	  ep	  t	  i	  o	  n	  s	   t	  o	   a	  p	  p	  oi	  n	  t	  m	  en	  t	   sc	  h	  e	  d	  u	  li	  n	  g	   r	  eq	  u	  i	  r	  em	  e	  n	  t	  

	  
Appointments	  are	  not	  required	  for	  visits	  such	  as	  routine	  deliveries	  or	  pick-‐ups,	  including	  deliveries	  of	  office	  
supplies	  or	  food	  products,	  pick-‐ups	  or	  deliveries	  by	  UPS,	  Federal	  Express,	  or	  courier	  services	  and	  on-‐site	  
consulting	  or	  construction	  work	  under	  a	  long-‐term	  engagement.	  

	  
E	  m	  ergen	  c	  y	  	  d	  eli	  v	  eri	  e	  s/	  serv	  i	  c	  es	  	  

	  
After	  delivery,	  please	  take	  the	  packing	  slips	  with	  a	  valid	  purchase	  order	  number	  to	  the	  Receiving	  Dock	  and	  
obtain	  a	  signature	  of	  a	  receiver	  to	  ensure	  prompt	  payment	  

	  
Check-in	  Procedures	  

	  

Main	  Hospital	  Campus	  
	  
Sign	  in	  stations	  have	  been	  placed	  in	  the	  Main	  Hospital	  and	  Wood	  Building.	  Registered	  vendors	  will	  receive	  an	  
email	  with	  information	  about	  electronic	  sign	  in	  when	  available.	  

	  

Abramson	  Building/Colket	  Translational	  Research	  Building	  
	  
When	  you	  schedule	  an	  appointment,	  you	  will	  be	  pre-‐registered,	  which	  allows	  the	  Security	  staff	  to	  process	  your	  
visit	  promptly	  upon	  arrival.	  

	  
If	  your	  name	  is	  not	  on	  the	  Security	  list,	  a	  Research	  host	  will	  need	  to	  authorize	  your	  visit	  in	  person	  or	  by	  
telephone	  with	  Security.	  Once	  your	  visit	  is	  approved,	  you	  will	  receive	  a	  temporary	  visitor	  pass	  which	  is	  only	  
valid	  for	  the	  department	  where	  you	  have	  scheduled	  an	  appointment.	  
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To	  arrange	  a	  vendor	  show	  in	  the	  Abramson	  Building	  Lobby	  or	  conference	  room,	  please	  contact	  the	  Research	  
Contract	  Manager	  in	  Research	  Supply	  Chain	  at	  215-‐590-‐4661.	  

	  
Wanamaker	  Building	  and	  3535	  Market	  Street	  

	  
You	  will	  be	  asked	  to	  sign	  in	  and	  you	  will	  be	  issued	  a	  temporary	  visitor	  pass	  to	  be	  worn	  at	  all	  times	  while	  on	  the	  
premises.	  

	  

Kids	  First,	  Primary	  &	  Specialty	  Care	  Centers,	  and	  Ambulatory	  Surgical	  Centers	  
Reception	  staff	  will	  verify	  your	  appointment	  and	  notify	  the	  appropriate	  employee	  of	  your	  arrival.	  

	  
	  
	  

Hospital	  and	  Parking	  Maps	  
Please	  note,	  parking	  in	  the	  Wood	  Center	  garage	  is	  reserved	  for	  patients	  and	  families.	  Parking	  is	  available	  at	  
numerous	  public	  parking	  lots.	  
For	  further	  information,	  contact	  the	  Parking	  and	  Transportation	  department	  at	  215-‐590-‐4375,	  or	  via	  email	  
at	  parkinginfo@email.chop.edu	  
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Financials	  
	  

Procurement	  
	  
Only	  authorized	  Hospital	  Personnel	  can	  commit	  Hospital	  funds	  for	  the	  purchase	  of	  equipment,	  goods	  and	  
services	  from	  a	  supplier.	  No	  individual	  may	  commit	  Hospital	  funds	  without	  proper	  internal	  authorizations.	  This	  
provision	  includes	  soliciting	  competitive	  bids	  and	  signing	  contracts.	  

	  
All	  purchases	  are	  subject	  to	  The	  Children’s	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia’s	  purchase	  order	  terms	  and	  conditions.	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

•  The	  Hospital’s	  payment	  terms	  are	  net	  60	  days.	  
•  All	  inquiries	  regarding	  payment	  should	  be	  transferred	  to	  the	  Accounts	  Payable	  Department	  at	  267-‐426-‐	  

6200.	  
•  All	  invoices	  must	  reference	  a	  valid	  purchase	  order	  number.	  
•  Unless	  otherwise	  specified	  by	  the	  Supply	  Chain	  Management	  Division,	  all	  deliveries	  are	  to	  be	  made	  to	  the	  

Hospital’s	  Receiving	  dock	  located	  at	  34th	  Street	  and	  Civic	  Center	  Boulevard,	  Philadelphia,	  PA	  19104-‐4399.	  
•  Over	  shipments	  will	  not	  be	  accepted.	  

All	  invoices	  should	  be	  sent	  to	  the	  following	  centralized	  address:	  

The	  Children’s	  Hospital	  of	  Philadelphia	  
PO	  Box	  2015	  
Secaucus,	  NJ	  07096-‐2015	  

	  
Or	  invoices	  can	  be	  emailed	  to:	  chop.apinvoice@ipsmailbox.com	  
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PURPOSE: 
	  
	  

The purpose of this policy is to provide an overview of the services and responsibilities of 
the Security Department. 

	  
POLICY: 

	  
The purpose of the Security Department at The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia is to 
support the safe and secure operation of the campus, and to provide security services to 
employees, patients and visitors through the enforcement of established and consistently 
administered security policies and procedures. 

	  
Security shall plan the implementation of a comprehensive campus crime prevention 
program, and assist with safety and fire prevention issues. The Security Department will be 
responsible to help enforce all hospital rules and regulations when appropriate. 

	  
The Security Department is also responsible for loss prevention and detection, the 
investigation of any incident of security nature, and for managing patient information and 
support of inpatient visiting. The Department may supervise parking issues for employees, 
visitors, patients and members of the medical staff. The Department also assists with both 
internal and external disaster planning. 

	  
COVERAGE: 

	  

This policy is applicable to all employees, visitors, patients and others on the Hospital 
campus in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

	  
PROCEDURES: 

	  
The Security Department administrative office is located inside room 1108 on the first floor 
of the main building. The department is staffed on a 24-hour basis, seven days a week. All 
emergency calls and calls for security services should be directed to extension 45500 which 
is answered on a 24-hour basis. 

	  
The officer answering extension 45500 is responsible for gathering necessary information, 
and when necessary to dispatch a security officer or supervisor to an area where additional 
security assistance is required. 
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I. Security Incidents 
	  

To establish and maintain a permanent written record of all complaints and 
incidents requiring security services, a security incident report will be prepared at 
the time that each complaint or incident is received or observed.  The senior 
security supervisor on duty is responsible to ensure that an incident report is 
prepared immediately after a complaint or incident is reported.  All persons are 
encouraged to report security related incidents to the department without delay, 
since time is critical to the investigation process. 

	  
Examples of incidents that should be reported to security are missing property, 
crimes against persons and property, trespassers, disturbances, and any incident 
that may present a threat to the hospital campus. 

	  
II. Disturbances 

	  
If an employee, patient or visitor becomes disruptive, violent, or threatens to injure 
Hospital personnel, patients or visitors, or threatens to damage Hospital property, the 
Security Department should be notified immediately at extension 45500. Hospital 
personnel should always attempt to avoid disturbances by using tact and diplomacy 
in all situations. 

	  
III. Working Areas 

	  

Department heads, supervisors and employees are responsible to ensure that all 
hospital valuables are secured when not in use, and that all unoccupied areas are 
secured. Security tours will be conducted throughout the hospital campus on every 
shift, seven days a week. 

	  
IV. Key Control 

	  
It is the responsibility of the department head or designee to establish a key control 
system and to collect keys from terminated employees. Requests for replacement 
keys must be approved by the department head on a key issue request form. The 
forms are available in the Security Department administrative office. No MASTER 
KEYS will be issued. Keys are cut by the Facilities Department within one week of 
request. Any special or unusual key request should be directed to the Assistant 
Director of Security at extension 42372. 
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V. Employee Id Badges 
	  

A. The Security Department will issue permanent photo identification badges after the 
employee has been cleared by Human Resources to begin work. The photo 
identification badge is to be worn above the waist by all individuals and be visible to 
all. ALL HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES, VOLUNTEERS, CONTRACTORS, 
STUDENTS, AND OTHERS ISSUED A PHOTO ID ARE REQUIRED TO WEAR 
OR CARRY THE HOSPITAL ID BADGE WHENEVER THEY ARE ON THE 
HOSPITAL CAMPUS. 

	  
B. Security staff are charged with verifying the identification of all hospital 

employees, volunteers, contractors, students and business affiliates.  All must 
comply with security requests to verify identification. 

	  
C. Appropriate hospital issued identification is necessary for employee admittance to 

parking garages and buildings of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. 
Employees are PROHIBITED from loaning or otherwise giving their 
identification cards to anyone for the purposes of access or entry. 

	  
Photo ID’s will be reissued to employees who change positions or have official 
name changes. Employees who lose their photo ID badge must purchase a new one 
from the Security Department at the current replacement cost for the department. 
All payments for lost IDs must be made to the hospital cashier, and the receipt must 
be presented to Security during normal photo ID hours. 

	  
VI. Bicycles 

	  
Bicycle racks are provided for the convenience of employees, medical staff, visitors 
and patients and are located on A and B levels of the Wood Center Parking Garage. 
It is the responsibility of bicycle owners to properly lock and secure bicycles, and 
bike parts, whenever these vehicles are parked on the Hospital campus. Other 
information about bicycles can be obtained from the Security Department by calling 
extension 42369 during normal business hours. All individuals wishing to use this 
rack must register their bicycle with the Parking Office in Room 1108. 

	  
VII. Control Of Contractors and Outside Service Employees: 

	  

A. Contractor employees MUST WEAR the type of identification agreed to 
between the Hospital and the contractor. For long term business 
relationships, contractor employees will be issued a CHOP ID card, after 
approval from the department head/administrator using the outside source 
and the Security Department. 
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B.        The Hospital has designed a contractor identification sticker to be worn by 
all authorized contractors while they are on hospital property. Contractors 
must wear the sticker on his/her person, above the waist. 

	  
1. It is the responsibility of the department head/administrator to ensure 

that any contractor performing work under his/her direction, be 
issued and wear the identification sticker. 

	  
2. Stickers will be centrally stored and issued to departments from the 

Information Desk in the Atrium of the main building. Department 
heads/administrators can request the identification stickers between 
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

	  
3. Issuance of stickers outside the normal business hours can be 

coordinated with the Information Desk until 9:00 p.m., and then with 
the Security Department Command Center between 9:00 p.m. and 
9:00 a.m. 

	  
C. All department heads, chiefs of service, and private groups must notify 

Security in advance if entry to areas is to be given after normal working 
hours. If service is required on a continuing basis, written documentation, 
including the names of the contractor, foreman or supervisor, and the time of 
access must be submitted to the Director of Security. Upon arrival, all 
outside personnel should report to the Security Department twenty-four hour 
desk in the Atrium of the Hospital. 

	  
VIII. Escort Services 

	  

The Security Department provides an escort service for employees, house staff, 
medical staff, visitors and patients anytime, seven days a week from the Hospital 
premises to locally parked vehicles, and to remote parking lots after the shuttle 
bus ends service.  To arrange for an escort call the Security twenty-four (24) hour 
operations base on extension 42374.  The Security Department provides a 
“working alone” service for all employees working alone after business hours. 
Employees working alone should call the Security twenty-four (24) hour 
operations base, and provide the following information to the base operator: 
name, location and room number, telephone extension where they can be reached, 
and approximate duration of work time.  On-duty security personnel will then 
make regular telephone checks and periodic personal checks during the shift 
security tour. 
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Approved By: 
	  

 
	  

Jeffrey A. Rivest, Executive Vice 
President & COO 

	  

 
	  

Margaret M. Jones, 
Vice President Human Resources 

	  
	  
	  
Counseling Contact: 
	  
	  
	  
Human Resources Service Team 
Manager 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

This Policy is the property of The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and is to be used solely by 
employees of the Hospital, the Hospital Medical Staff and those acting on the Hospital’s behalf either on 
the premises of the Hospital in connection with Hospital matters or in their Hospital duties involving the 

care of Hospital patients. This Policy may not be copied, photocopied, reproduced, entered into a 
computer database or otherwise duplicated, in whole or in part in any format without prior permission of 

the Hospital. Any personal or other use is strictly prohibited. 
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